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�� !  Report Specification

As of 2009, Sinosteel Corporation has successively published

Sinosteel Corporation Sustainability Report (2005-2007), Sinosteel

Corporation Sustainability Africa Report, 2008 Sinosteel Corpora-

tion Sustainability Report and Sinosteel Corporation Sustainability

Australia Report. This is the annual social responsibility report

published after 2008 Sinosteel Corporation Sustainability Report.

For convenience of expression, Sinosteel Corporation is referred to

as �the Group�, �Sinosteel�, �the Company� and �We�.

All information and data in this report was drawn from official

documents and statistical reports of the Company, as well as

summaries and statistics of sustainable development of various

overseas enterprises.

Reporting entity: Sinosteel Corporation

Reporting period: January 1st. ~ December 31st., 2009

Reporting scope: Sinosteel Corporation and all its subsidiary com-

panies

Reference standard: Instructive Suggestions for Central Enter-

prises to Perform their Social Responsibilities of State-Owned As-

sets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council

GRI Guidelines for Sustainable Report (Edition 2006) of Global

Reporting Initiative Organization (GRI)

Guide for Preparation of Social Responsibility Report of Enterprises

in China of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences

Reporting form: Paper version, electronic version and online ver-

sion

Reporting language: English and Chinese

Contact: Sinosteel Corporation Board�s Office

TEL :8610 � 62686630

FAX: 8610 � 62686620

Email: csr@sinosteel.com

Website: http://www.sinosteel.com

This report is available upon request, please write to the Company

or visit the social responsibility website of the Company:

http://www.sinosteel.com/qyshzr/kcxfzbg/index.shtml
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In 2009, we jointly experienced one more year out of the common.

In this year, challenged by severe international financial crisis and

complicated domestic and international market situations, and un-

der the wise guidance of the Party Central Committee, the State

Council, as well as State-Owned Assets Supervision and Adminis-

tration Commission of the State Council, Sinosteel has learnt and

practiced the scientific outlook on development, seized opportunities,

and conquered all the unprecedented difficulties and realized stable

operation through joint efforts of all employees.

Facing to the severe instable market situation in 2009, we worked

out and executed the policy of �Watching Closely, Keeping Calm,

Insisting Confidence, Working Prudently and Adjusting Timely�,

and adopted a series of active and effective countermeasures to

ensure the stability of funding operation, major business and staffs.

Sinosteel has always been assuming its responsibility to increase

our value creation, protect the safety of state-owned resources,

strengthen exchange with stakeholders, bring its backbone role as

a central enterprise into full play and cooperate with all the circles of

the society for mutual development so as to overcome the financial

crisis.

Our development benefits from our firm insisting in the concept of

sustainable development. While creating values for shareholders

and customers in the industrial chain, Sinosteel is always attaches

high importance to a prudent and responsible market operation with

integrity. Guiding by the long-term development objective, Sinosteel

sufficiently took the stable operation of iron and steel industrial chain

into consideration and thoroughly coped with various risks and

hidden troubles. In 2009, we vigorously launched � lean production�

to enhance our customer satisfaction; as a modern productive

service provider, we offered high-quality and high-efficiency ser-

vices to iron and steel enterprises, overcoming the difficulties with

them together.

Our development benefits from unalterably improving our innova-

tion ability. Innovation is one endless power for the development of

an enterprise and it furthermore reflects the performance of social

responsibility. While bringing our innovation ability into full play,

Sinosteel always thinks highly of developing to readjust the struc-

ture in the principles of washing out the behindhand with the

advanced. In 2009, our innovation work started from using science

and technology to help SMEs, then we established a science &

technology consultation system, inviting academicians as Sinosteel�

s consultants, which reflected the flourish vitality of the enterprise as

well as its innovation.

Our development benefits from unalterable determination in practic-

ing low-carbon economy. We firmly believe that green iron and steel

industry is an important support of a fine new life. Therefore,

Sinosteel will always abide by its promises in providing green

service to the production chain of iron and steel industry, actively

converting development mode and promoting industrial updating. In

2009, with severe and important pollution source management as

the breakthrough, we strengthened the examinations of on-the-spot

environmental protection, roundly promoted establishment of three

energy conservation and emission reduction systems of the

enterprise, vigorously controlled and eliminated �three wastes�

and utilized advanced technologies to save energy consumption

and reduce pollutant emission, which established firm foundation

for  the sustainable development of Sinosteel.

Our development benefits from our unalterable efforts in promoting

development of the harmonious society. Confronted with the finan-

cial crisis, we firstly promised not stopping the production, not

reducing the staff and not reducing wages and actively promoting

joint development of employees and the enterprise. As a global

citizen, Sinosteel actively cooperated with all walks of life to fight

against the financial crisis and establish the harmonious win-win

chain. In overseas operations, we also actively promoted the devel-

opment of communities, supported commonweal and charities, and

constructed harmonious community, establishing a good image of

Chinese enterprise.

The coming of the post-crisis era brings us more opportunities and

challenges. Sinosteel will insist in practicing the Scientific Outlook

on Development and roundly execute the sustainable development

strategy to continuously urge the harmonious development of

economy, environment and society and make ceaseless efforts for

a sustainable future.

President: Tianwen Huang

02www.sinosteel.com
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Comparison Table of Social Responsibility Operation Performance of Sinosteel Corporation

�� !"#$%&2009 �� !"#$%&'()*+,-./
Withstanding the global financial turmoil, the sales revenue and
total amount of assets of 2009 still remained stable.

�� !"#$%&'()
�� !�"#$%
�� !"#$%&�� !"#$%
Standardize supplier management tendering operation
Further advance green purchasing
Actively develop overseas resources and promote national
resource security

�� !"#$%
�� !"#$%&'()*+,
�� !"#$%&'
Optimize logistics business model
Strengthen storage business and inventory supervision manage-
ment of the Corporation
Construct Huanghua Port logistics industrial area

�� !"#$%&
�� !"#$% 0123��
�� !"#$%&'(
�� !" 2000 ���� !" 95%��� !
Further improve the safety system Form the 0123 safety
production model of the Corporation Carry on safety training and
relevant activities
Check and control nearly 2000 hidden troubles, rectification rate
more than 95%, with outstanding achievements

�� !"#$%
�� !"#$%
�� !"#
���� !"#��
Lay stress on product quality improvement
Strengthen customer relation management
Pay attention to customer care
Promote �lean service� concept

�� !"#$%&'
�� !""#$�� !"#$%
�� !"#$%&'()*
�� !"#$ !%&'(
Carry on cooperation with Chinese Academy of Engineering (CAE)
Appoint CAE Academicians to serve as �Sinosteel Corporation
Technical Consultant�
Strengthen support and organization of technological innovation
project
Authorized patent and invention patent increases considerably

�� !"#$%&���� !"#$
�� !"#$%&'(
�� !"#$%&'
�� !"#$%&'
Improve all-around risk management, and establish �Risk
Management Department�
Further improve the risk management system
Adopt multiple risk prevention and control measures
Strengthen risk management training

�   � 2008-2009�� ��
Item Performance of 2008-2009 Comparison

�� !

Business
Performance

�� !

Responsible
Purchasing

�� !

Logistics
Optimization

�� !

Safety
Production

�� !

Responsible
Sales

�� !

Technological
Innovation

�� !

Risk Manage-
ment
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ERP�� !"#$%&'�� !
�� !"#$�� !�� !�� !"#$%
�� !"#$ 500 �� 15 �
Phase III of ERP construction made outstanding achievement, with
remarkable effect
Basically realize uniformed logistics flow, fund flow, information
flow, and document flow management
Ranked the 15th among the 500 Strong Chinese informatization
enterprises

�� !�� !"#
�� !"#$%&'()
�� !"#$%&'()
Vigorously push forward �tapping of the potentials by
benchmarking�
Attach importance to the cyclic economy foundation theory studies
Consolidate cyclic economic achievement industrialization

�� !"#$%&'(
�� !"#$%&'
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-
Put into effect the energy conservation and emission reduction
target person-in-charge
Strengthen energy conservation and emission reduction perfor-
mance assessment
Consolidate emission reduction of such key indexes as green-
house gas etc.

�� !�� !�� 
�� !"#$%&'(
�� !"#$%&
�� !"#$%&
�� !"#$%&'()
Stringently execute the three simultaneities of �environmental
protection�
Further standardize project environmental assessment system
Expand green spaces of the plant area
Make uniformed planning of the mining area for eco-protection
Strengthen eco-environmental development and survey

�� !"#$%&'()
�� !"#$%&'()
Pay more attention to employees� physical and psychological
health management
Lay more stress on sound corporate cultural construction

�� !"#$%
�� !"#$%&'()*
Carry on survey on community joint construction
Pay attention to the cultural protection of aboriginal communities etc.

�� !"#$%&�� !"#$%
�� !"#$%&'
���� !"�� !"#
Provide scientific and technological services for SMEs, and stand
against financial crisis
Actively carry on social public welfare donations
Pay attention to �water resource� protection public welfare
activities

�� !"#$%&'$(
�� !�"#$#%&'�� !"#$%&'()*+,
Join Global Compact Network China Issue the first developed
countries report�Sinosteel Corporation Sustainability Australia
Report�.
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�� !"#$
Key Performance Datasheet

�� ! 2009 2008 2007Key Index

�� !"#�� !
Main Operating Revenue (RMB 10,000)

�� !�� !
Total Profit (RMB 10,000)

�� �� !
Net Profit (RMB 10,000)

�� !�� !
Total Assets (RMB 10,000)

�� !"#�� 
Return on Assets (%)

�� �� !
Net Assets  (RMB 10,000)

�� !"#�� 
Net Assets Yield Rate (%)

�� !�� !�� !
Number of current year�s patent application

(authorization)

�� !"#�� !
R&D Expenditure (RMB 10,000)

�� !"#�� !"#
Total Energy Consumption (10,000 tce)

�� !"#$%�� ! /�� 
Comprehensive energy consumption per RMB

10,000 output (tce/RMB 10,000)

SO2�� �� 
SO2 emission (ton)

COD�� �� 
COD emission (ton)

�� !"�� 
Total number of employees (people)

���� / ��
Work-related injury (man/year)

���� / ��
Demise (man/year)

�� !�� !
Public welfare donation (RMB 10,000)

16,793,623

170,034

147,182

9,925,173

2.4

993,232

23.74

75�47�

34468.59

98.78

0.676

1971

1714

34,027

70

1

� 3500

12,275,626

309,118

238,034

7,363,159

8.45

785,590

37.42

36�25�

22027.54

110.81

1.152

2087

1953

31,566

75

2

� 800

���� !" 2005�� !"�#�� !"#$%& '(

Note: For environmental index, the year 2005 shall be taken as the base year for comparison, and the requirements are consistent with that of the Eleventh-Five Year plan.
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16,348,044

58,062

17,358

12,449,548

2.8

1,163,642

1.69

118�66�

31790.2

115.59

0.886

2058

1585

45,748

42

1

� 4000
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Focus on 2009-Scientific and Technological Service for SMEs (small and medium enterprises)
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Work Flow
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� In 2009, Sinosteel Corporation initiated scientific and technological

innovation to provide scientific and technological support for SMEs as

starting point.

� February, issued a document entitled �Circular Concerning Strengthen-

ing Scientific and Technological Service Operation for Local SMEs�.

� April 22nd, organized and convened video conference, fully confirming

the orientation direction on further deepening the development of scien-

tific and technological support to SMEs.

�  In the early of May, Sinosteel Corporation selected areas with relatively

more concentrated metallurgical enterprises for interfacing. Sinosteel

Corporation took the initiative to contact the Xuzhou municipal government,

carried on scientific and technological exchange and discussions, orga-

nized four units for inspection in Xuzhou city, namely, Sinosteel Engi-

neering Design & Research Institute Co., Ltd.,  Sinosteel LuoYang

Institute Of Refractories Research Co., Ltd.,  Sinosteel Wuhan Safety &

Environmental Protection Research Institute Co., Ltd.  and Sinosteel

Anshan Research Institute Of Thermo-Energy Co., Ltd., focusing on

scientific and technological cooperation and exchange with SMEs, car-

rying on scientific and technological services and, through cooperation,

stand together against financial crisis, and pull the regional economic

development.

� June 9th, Sinosteel undertook the �Central Enterprise Scientific and

Technological Service to SMEs Working Experience Exchange and

Sharing� of the State-owned Assets Supervision & Administration Com-

mission (SASAC).

� July, CCTV News reports on central enterprises support to SMEs in

difficulties through scientific and technological innovation, rendering

special confirmation and propagation on services of Sinosteel to SMEs

through scientific and technological support.

�The scientific research units of central enterprises boast numerous talents;they

have acquired a great number of scientific and technological achievements,and

made important contributions. These units of central enterprises will not only serve

for central enterprise development, but also for development of the whole society.

This will be favorable for further triggering the vitality of the scientific research units

of the central enterprises, favorable for mobilizing the enthusiasm of various kinds of

scientific and technological talents, favorable also for transformation of scientific and

technological achievements, and even more favorable for solving the difficulties of

shortage of talents and science and technology of SMEs. The experience of

Sinosteel Corporation Limited to strengthen scientific and technological service to

support the SMEs is worth promotion�.

�� Important Written Instruction of Vice Premier ZHANG Dejiang to Sinosteel

Corporation in Providing Scientific and Technological Services to SMEs.

�� ! Conference Site

06www.sinosteel.com
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Service Effect

�� 2009 ���� !"#$%&'�� !"��

�� !"�� !"�� !"#��� !�� !"

�� !"#$%&'(�� !"#$%&'()*+

���� !" 3737���� !"�#$%&'()*

�2884���� !"#$%&'()*+26503�� �

�� 327495�� �� !"#$%&'() 1���

�� !"#$

As of 2009, Sinosteel Corporation has carried on a great deal of

operations in research and development, technical consulting,

achievement transformation application, engineering design, turn-

key project, testing and inspection, joint establishment or open

laboratory and research center, and talent training etc., with a total

of 3737 projects, of which, 2884 projects involving services for

SMEs, contractual amount related to projects of SMEs RMB 265.

03 million, economic benefits RMB 3.27495 billion, setting up 1

technical market exchange service platform. For specific

circumstances, please refer to the following table.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

�� �� ! �� ! ��� !"#$%& �� �� ! �� !�� !
No. Project Type Total Quantity  of Project Of which, Number of

Projects of SMEs
Contractual Amount

 (RMB 10,000)
Economic Benefit

(RMB 10,000)

�� !"#$%&

R & D and Technical

Consulting

�� !"#

Achievement

Transformation

Application

�� !

Engineering Design

�� !"

Turn-key Projects

�� ��

Testing and Inspec-

tion

�� !"#$%&

�� 

Establishment of

Joint Laboratory and

Research Center

�� !

Talent Training

114�� !

114 Mining Website

���

Total:

367

8

407

36

2603

2

314

1

3737

242

8

315

4

2101

�

214

1

2884

3362

164.8

8505.69

14157

314

�

26503.49

140601.74

800

155994

30000

100

�

�� !

Intangible Assets

327495.74
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Focus on 2009-Issuance of the Sinosteel Corporation Sustainability Australia Report

and Respond to Stakeholders Expectation

�� !�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0123�� !"#$%
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�� !�� !"#$%&'()*�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./

Over the past many years, Sinosteel Corporation has always adhered to the simultaneous

development of internationalization and social responsibility. In its worldwide business

operation, Sinosteel Corporation has always adhered to the principles of sincerity, friendliness,

equality, mutual benefits, solidarity, cooperation, and common development. In Australia,

Sinosteel Corporation upholds the win-win concepts of �BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE

FUTURE TOGETHER�, while promoting local employment and economic development,

pays attention to the safety environment and health management system construction, and

starts a new phase for a win-win situation and common enterprise and community development.

This local-based and community integrated management concept and behavior has realized

harmonious development and common prosperity of both the enterprises and the local

society.

�� !�� !�"#$%&

�� !"#$%�& '()*

��� !"#$%&'()*

�� �� !"#$%&'()*

�� !"#

��� !"#$%&'(��

�This time, Sinosteel Corporation released

first report for sustainable development in

developed countries of Chinese enterprises-

�Sinosteel Corporation Sustainability Austra-

lia Report�, symbolizes that the CSR of Chi-

nese enterprises has reached a new level.�

�� !"#$%&'()*�� 
"Sinosteel Corporation Sustainability Australia Report" Press Release

2010�1�29�� !�� !"#$%&'()*

�� !"#$%&�� !"#$%&'()�� !
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���� !"#�� !"#�� !"#$%&' (
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In the morning of January 29th 2010, Sinosteel Corporation issued

�Sinosteel Corporation Sustainability Australia Report� in Beijing

and Perth of Australia at the same time, with �BUILDING A

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE TOGETHER� as the theme. This is the

second regional sustainability report issued by Sinosteel Corporation,

and also the first social responsibility (CRS) report issued by a

Chinese enterprise in developed countries.

The Sinosteel Corporation Sustainability Australia Report gave a

full introduction of the business arrangement and operation of

Sinosteel Corporation in Australia, presented also a detailed expa-

tiation of the sustainable development concepts of the company,

stakeholders� participation, economic development, environmen-

tal protection, safety and health, employees, community, rights and

interests of the aboriginals and cultural protection, as well as future

prospect etc., and relatively fully reflected the new situation of

Sinosteel Corporation in business expansion in Australia, paying

equal attention to both economic and social benefits, laying equal

stress on development and promotion of harmony, and striving for

a win-win situation and common enterprise and community

development. In his letter to HUANG Tianwen, President of Sinosteel

Corporation, Mr. Colin Barnett, Governor of Western Australia,

expressed his sincere appreciation and welcome for the compila-

tion and issuance of the �Australia Report� by Sinosteel

Corporation.

10www.sinosteel.com
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Report Framework Design and Establishment
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�� !"#$%&�� !"�� !"#$%&'()

�� !"#$%&�� !"#$%&'()*+,-

To compile an effective and scientific Sinosteel Corporation

Sustainability Australia Report, the Sinosteel Corporation

Sustainability Australia Report compilation team of Sinosteel has

conducted a great deal of survey and research.  the compilation

team studied in details the data of history of development of Sino-

Australian relations, which laid a policy foundation for scientific

compilation of the report.

11 2009�� !"#$%&'()

�� !"#$% 1990�� !"#$

�� !"#$%20�� !"#$%�

�� !"#$%&'()

The project team consulted the file data over

the past 20 years since establishment of the JV

enterprise of Sinosteel Corporation in Australia

in 1990, and provided full basis for compilation

of the report.

�� !
Survey Data

�� !
Communication modification

�� !
Meticulous check on quality

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01234("56789

�� !"#$�� !"#$%&'()�� !"#$%&'(

�� �� !"#$

In the process of report compilation and design, the project team has had full

communication and discussion with relevant persons-in-charge and enter-

prises in Australia, solicited opinions directly from the local employees, im-

proved the contents and design of the reports, and during the process, the

team have revised the draft for five times.

�� !"#$%&'()*+*,-./0123456789+:�� !"#$%&'(

�� !"#$%�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./(01234�� !"#$%&'

���� !"#$%&'()

Local enterprises of Sinosteel in Australia have specially engaged local PR companies to render meticulous

checking on contents of the report and the draft design, put forward valuable opinions for modification and

revision of the written contents and picture design, ensure that contents of the report conform to the local legal

requirements and cultural custom of the residents, for instance, suggestions on the pattern of the Sydney

Opera House, and use of the aboriginal cultural elements.
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Since initiation of the project in June 2009, concerning compilation

of the report, the compilation team and external experts conducted

research in a number of units, such as the Asia-Oceania Research

Center of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, and the

Institute of Oceania Studies of China Institutes of Contemporary

International Relations etc., and collected their experiences of

communication with the stakeholders of Australia and opinions on

compilation of the report.

September 2009, the compilation team went to Australia for field

survey, where they visited such stakeholders as government

department, employees, customers, suppliers, community, and

financial institutions etc., conducted full communication and survey,

gathered a great deal of first-hand data. On the basis of multiple

data gathering, the compilation team completed compilation of the

report.

����� !"#$%&
Group Photo: Photo of the Compiling Team in Field Survey

�� !"#$
Stakeholders’ Opinions
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Sinosteel has been a long-term, successful and active participant in Western Australia�s vibrant minerals industry, and pioneered Chinese

investment in the State through the successful Channar Iron Ore Joint Venture 22 years ago. Today, Sinosteel continues to play a critical

role in developing the State�s new Mid West iron ore precinct. Sinosteel�s efforts in bringing Western Australia and China closer through

iron ore trade and investment are well recognized by the people and the Government of Western Australia.

��� !"#$$%
����� !"

- Mr. Colin Barnett, Premier of Western Australia

�� !�"#$%&'()*+,-./01)23,�� !"#$%&'()*

�Sinosteel is currently the only Chinese enterprise that supports WA Ballet. We have very pleasant cooperation!�

��� !"#$%&' Steven Roth
�� Steven Roth, general manager of WA Ballet

12www.sinosteel.com
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Concept of Sustainable Development
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Sinosteel’s Concept of Sustainable Development is: On the course

of serving the steel industry and steel mills, Sinosteel Corporation

aims for sustainable development of its businesses through: the

continuous increase of value creation; the building of "green" steel;

the firm promotion of social harmony; the establishment of a value-

added industry chain; the development of a "green" service chain;

and-a harmonious "win-win" chain.

2009�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./)0�

�� !"#$%&'#(�� !"#$%&'(�)*
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�� !"#$%&'()

In 2009, we set up the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

Committee of Sinosteel, chaired by the President of the Corporation,

and the Office of the Board of Directors shall be responsible for

specific operation of the social responsibilities; the various subsid-

iary companies shall also designate strategic commissioner for

simultaneous deployment, simultaneous arrangement, and simul-

taneous advancement of the social responsibility operations of the

Corporation.

13 2009�� !"#$%&'()
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CSR Organizational Structure
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Analysis Matrix for Sustainable Development
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Sinosteel attaches high importance to management of key issues

on sustainable development, and has organized special survey on

employees, customers, suppliers, government departments, com-

munities etc., and through issuance of questionnaire and field

interviews, acquired full understanding of the stakeholders� atten-

tion on key topics for discussion of enterprise sustainable

development, and also, based on results of the questionnaire,

ranked these topics for discussion according to the degree of

attention of the stakeholders.

At the same time, based on corporate strategy and practice of

enterprise management, clarified the extent of urgency of these

companies for adoption of countermeasures toward these key

topics for discussion, established corporate matrix on key topics of

discussion for sustainable development, and provided a basis for

improvement of sustainable enterprise development.

14www.sinosteel.com
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�� !"
Stakeholders

�� State-owned Assets Supervision & Administration Commission

�� ! �� !"# �� !
Expected Target Mode of Mutual Communication Main Indexes
� �� !"#$%$

Value preservation and value increment
of state-owned assets

� �� !"#$%
Perfect corporate governance structure

� �� !"#
Prevent management risks

� �� !"#$%&'�� !
Issue relevant policies, and rules and
regulations

� �� !
Working conference

� �� !
Regular report

� �� !
Performance assessment

� �� !"#
Main operating revenue

� �� !
Total profits

� �� !"#
Rate of return of common stockholders equity
(ROE)

� �� !"#$#%
State-owned assets value preservation and
value increment rate

��Government

�� ! �� !"# �� !
Expected Target Mode of Mutual Communication Main Indexes
� �� !"#

National resource security

� �� !
Abide by laws and regulations

� �� �� �� !"#
Harmonious economic, environmental,
and social development

� �� !"#$%
Formulate local policies and regulations

� ��
visits

� �� !
Regular meeting

� �� !
Working conference

� �� !
Total revenue

� �� !
Employment opportunities

� �� !
Energy conservation target

� �� !
Emission reduction target

�� !"# Strategic Cooperative Partners

�� ! �� !"# �� !
Expected Target Mode of Mutual Communication Main Indexes
� �� !

Mutual complementation of advantages
� �� !"#$%

Sign strategic cooperation agreement
� �� !"#$%

Execution of contract agreement

�� ! Scientific Research Unit

�� ! �� !"# �� !
Expected Target Mode of Mutual Communication Main Indexes
� �� !

Synergy innovation
� �� !

High-level mutual visit
� �� !"#

Scientific outlay input

�� ! Financial Institutions

�� ! �� !"# �� !
Expected Target Mode of Mutual Communication Main Indexes
� �� !"#$%&

Enhance the value creation ability
� �� !

Conference discussion

� �� !
Visit and informal discussions

� �� !"#$
Rate of sales revenue increase

� �� !"
Return on invested capital
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�� Employees

�� ! �� !"# �� !
Expected Target Mode of Mutual Communication Main Indexes
� �� !

Protection of rights and interests

� �� !
Career development

� �� !
Value realization

� �� !"#
Employees representative meeting

� �� !"#
Develop trade union organizations

� �� !"#$
Employees satisfaction survey

� �� 
Symposium

� �� !
Remuneration level

� �� !"
Employee satisfaction

� �� !"
Employee loyalty

� �� !"
Employee turnover rate

� �� !"#$
Input on employee training

� �� !"#$
Labor contract signing rate

�� Supplier

�� ! �� !"# �� !
Expected Target Mode of Mutual Communication Main Indexes
� �� !"#

Abide by business ethics

� �� !"#
Strengthen mutual cooperation

� �� !"#
Abide by responsibility requirements

� �� !"#
Sign contractual agreement

� ��ERP��
Enterprise ERP system

� �� !"#$
Supplier care activities

� �� !"#$%&'(
Supplier third party satisfaction survey

� �� !"
Contract performance rate

� �� !"
Delivery accuracy

� �� !"#$%
Supplier price execution rate

� �� !"#
Supplier satisfaction

��Clients

�� ! �� !"# �� !
Expected Target Mode of Mutual Communication Main Indexes
� �� !"#$%&

Provide safe and reliable products

� �� !"#
Pay attention to customer care

� �� !"#
Improve service quality

� �� !"#
Customer relationship management

� �� !"#
Customer care activities

� �� !"#$%&'
Customer third party satisfaction survey

� �� !"
Contract performance rate

� �� !"
Customer satisfaction

��Community

�� ! �� !"# �� !
Expected Target Mode of Mutual Communication Main Indexes
� �� !"#

Protect community environment

� �� !"#
Promote community prosperity

� �� !"#
Create community harmony

� �� !"#
Civilization joint construction activity

� �� !
Public welfare donation

� �� !"#$
Community resident satisfaction

� �� !"
Public welfare donation

� �� !"#$
Employee volunteer man-times

NGO
�� ! �� !"# �� !
Expected Target Mode of Mutual Communication Main Indexes
� �� !"#$%&'

Display enterprise model demonstration
role

� �� !"#$%&'(
Advance various operations for
sustainable development

� �� ��
Annual meeting, activities

� �� !
Forum participation

� �� !"#
Activity participation frequency

� �� !
Number of times of communication
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2009 �� !"#
2009 Course of Responsibility Advancement

2009�1�9���� �� .�� !"#$%&��� !"30

�.�� !"#$%�� !"#$%&'()*+,-��� !"

�� !�2008�� !"#$%&�� �� !"#$%&'(

�� �� !"�� !"#�� !"#$

On January 9th 2009, the 4th �China.Corporate Social Responsibility

(CSR) Forum� & �30 Years of Reform and Opening Up . Enterprises

with the Most Sense of Social Responsibility� awarding ceremony was

held solemnly in the Diaoyutai State Guesthouse. Sinosteel Corpora-

tion won the title of the �Enterprise with the Most Sense of Responsi-

bility 2008�. HUANG Tianwen, President of Sinosteel, was present in

the awarding ceremony, and also participated in the first-round

�sustainable development� theme dialogue.

2009�3�31�,��� !"#$%&�� !" !#�� !"

�� !"#$%&'()*+,!-.�� !"#$%&'()*

�� !"#�� !"#$%&'()*&+%,-./012��

�� !"#$%&"'()*�� !"#$%&'()*+,-

���� !"#$

On March 31st 2009, accompanied by relevant leadership of the Henan

Province, XI Jinping, a member of the Standing Committee of the

Political Bureau of the Central Committee of CPC, a member of the

Secretariat of the Central Committee and State Vice President, came

to the Sinosteel Refractory Materials Co., Ltd. for a survey to acquire a

detailed understanding of enterprise implementation on activities of

study and practice of the scientific outlook for development, and re-

quired that, through in-depth study and practice of the scientific outlook

for development, (Sinosteel) should find out the effective measures for

enterprise to deal with the international financial crisis, and promote

enterprise development.

2009�6�5���� !�WTO�� !"�� !"#�2008�� !"#$%&��� !�� !"#$%�� !"#�2008�� !"#$%&��

�� !"#

�� !"#$%&'(�� !"#$%&'�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012;�� !"#$%&'(

�� !"#$%&'()*+,�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01�� !"#$%&'()*+,#-�� !"#$%&'()*+,-��� 

�� !���� !�� �� �� �� !�� !"#$%&'(#)*�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./

On June 5th 2009, the �2008 Golden Bee CSR � China Honor Roll� sponsored by the �China WTO Tribune� Magazine of the Ministry of Commerce was solemnly

released in Beijing. Sinosteel Corporation won the �2008 Golden Bee CSR �Leading Enterprise Award�.

The Committee of Experts for appraisal of the �Golden Bee CSR� deems that, as a large-scale state-owned enterprise that has gone overseas the earliest, Sinosteel

Corporation bears the important mission to implement the national energy strategy for sustainable development; in promoting healthy development of the global iron

and steel industry and world economic prosperity, Sinosteel has always actively implemented the concept of the Chinese government in building a harmonious world,

with building up a responsible Chinese corporate image as its mission, and adhered to the simultaneous development of execution of social responsibility and

internationalization; in the global arena, Sinosteel upholds the

concepts of �cooperation, friendship, win-win, and development�, strives for common development and progress in harmony with the local community, and can

certainly be branded as a model of state-owned enterprise in execution of its global social responsibility.

17 2009�� !"#$%&'()
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On April 20th 2009, establishment of the Office of Global Compact Network

China was held in the Ocean Plaza Beijing. As one of the outstanding members

of the UN Global Compact, Sinosteel was invited for the Conference. Meanwhile,

it was also declared during the meeting that the �Sustainability Africa Report�

won the first Global Compact Network China �Model Report�.

2009� 11� 3���� �!"#$%&'()*+,(-./01#

�� !"#�� !�� !"#$%&'(�� !"#�� !"�

�� !"#$%&�� !"#$135�� !"#$%&'(�� 
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�� !"#$%&'()*+�� !"#$%

On November 3rd 2009, the Central Enterprise Social Responsibility

Working Conference of the SASAC was solemnly held in the Media

Center. Two cases of Sinosteel Corporation, namely, �Scientific and

Technological Service to SMEs�, and �Locally Based, Integrated with the

Community, Strive to be a Responsible Chinese Enterprise�, stood out

among the 135 practical cases, and were appraised as the �Excellent

Responsibility Case�. The conference also played the �Sinosteel Corpo-

ration Overseas CSR Practice� publicity film, introduced the practice of

execution of overseas social responsibility, and expressed responsibility

remarks.

2009�11�12���� !"#$%&'()*

�� !"�#$%&'()* +,-.�/0
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On November 12th 2009, as a member of the UN

Global Compact and representative of Global Com-

pact Network China, Sinosteel participated in the

2009 UN Global Compact China-Japan-Korea

Roundtable Conference. During the meeting, par-

ticipants reviewed enterprise execution of CSR and

exchanged network operation progress of the three

countries, and the conference deems that the three

countries have made outstanding achievements in

promoting world economic growth, solving social

problems, and overcoming crisis, and also obtained

favorable performance in execution of the corpo-

rate social responsibility.

2009�12�12���� !"#$%&'(")*

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-.�� !"#

�� �2008�10�24����� !"#$%&

���� !�"#�$%&'()�� !"#$
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On December 12th 2009, the 2nd China CSR Inter-
national Forum was solemnly held in the Empark
Grand Hotel -Beijing. Experts of the organizing com-
mittee unanimously agree that: on October 24th 2008,
Sinosteel Corporation issued its �Sinosteel Corpo-
ration Sustainability Africa Report� in English, French,
and Chinese. This is the first African sustainable
development issued by a Chinese enterprise, and
also the first foreign country report by a domestic
enterprise, which has become the starting point of
Chinese enterprises to issue overseas CSR, with
therefore milestone significance. For this reason,
Sinosteel Corporation won the �Award for Special
Contribution to Chinese CSR Reporting�.

18www.sinosteel.com
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INTRODUCTION
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Corporate Strategy ����� Production Service Industry Model Innovation
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As a modern production service industry practitioner of China,
through bold and resolute reform and adjustment in recent years,
Sinosteel Corporation exerted efforts to advance strategic
transformation, continually innovate development model, and has
gradually become the largest scale and mode comprehensive and
powerful modern production service enterprise of the iron and steel
industry of China from a traditional business and trade enterprise.
At present, Sinosteel Corporation has formed an all-round and
specialized service system focusing on the iron and steel produc-
tion main flow, integrating raw and auxiliary materials production,
equipment manufacturing, logistics distribution, tendering and
bidding, research and development and design, engineering
construction, financial services and product marketing etc., and
has molded the �Sinosteel mode� that provides iron and steel
industry and iron and steel enterprises with comprehensive sup-
port and system integration services.

The comprehensive support and system integration service of
Sinosteel Corporation can internalize to the maximum extent the
various production service operations of the iron and steel produc-
tion flow, and through recombination and optimal configuration of
the various value increments of the value chain, extend and
remodel the high-value added industrial links, thereby forming a
complete set of comprehensive support and integrated system
competitive advantages. This model is the latest embodiment of
�industrial chain upgrading� or �chained upgrading� after revolu-
tionary transformation of the current world industrial structure, the
latest exploration of Chinese enterprises in seeking strategic com-
petitive advantages under new historical conditions, and has pro-
vided value reference experiences to China to break through the
low-end pattern of international work division and promote indus-
trial structural upgrading.

�� !"#$%&�� !"#$%&
The Diagram Of The Comprehensive Auxiliary Service Provide By Sinosteel
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Corporate Governance
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Sound corporate governance is the basis for Sinosteel Corporation to realize sustainable development. We take initiative to undertake the
state-owned assets value preservation and increment responsibilities, maintain interests of stakeholders, including shareholders, customers,
and employees, enhance corporate scientific decision-making and risk prevention abilities, and ensure orderly and efficient enterprise
operation.

Based on modern enterprise management system requirements and by taking official operation of the joint-stock company in 2009 as its
turning point, Sinosteel Corporation further standardized and improved its corporate governance and mode of business management.
According to the general requirements of �scientific and efficient, clear delineation of rights and responsibilities, orderly command, and
smooth operation�, the Corporation continually standardizes its operation and strives hard to enhance standard of corporate governance,
and has established a modern enterprise corporate governance , with the Shareholders� Meeting as its power authority, the Board of
Directors its decision-making body, the Board of Supervisors its supervision unit, and the management its routine business management
structure.

�� !"#$%
Punishing and Preventing Corruption System Construction
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With scientific development outlook as guide, Sinosteel Corporation

meticulously carries out implementation of the deployment and
requirements of the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection of
the CPC, the Ministry of Supervision, and the Discipline Inspection

Committee of the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administra-
tion Commission (SASAC) of the State Council, focuses closely on
the overall situation of the Corporation for development and reform,
seizes �adjustment, optimization, and enhancement of standard�
as theme, gives priority to improving punishment and prevention of
corruption system, combines strengthening enterprise manage-
ment and perfecting the combating corruption and building a clean
government mechanism, integrates enhancing enterprise scien-
tific development ability and consolidating punishment and preven-
tion of corruption ability, continually creates a new prospect for
enterprise operation.
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�� !"#$%&' Sinosteel International Holding Company Ltd.

�� !"#$%&' Sinosteel Australia Pty., Ltd.

�� !"#$%&'() Sinosteel Australia Mining Pty., Ltd.

�� !"#$%&' Sinosteel Ocean Investment Co., Ltd.

�� !�"#$%&'( Sinosteel Midwest Corporation Ltd.

�� !"#$% Sinosteel Uranium SA Pty., Ltd

�� !"#$% Sinosteel South Africa (Pty)  Ltd.

�� !"#$%&' ASA Metals Pty., Ltd.

�� !"#$%&'() Tubatse Chrome (Ptv) Ltd.

�� !"#$%&' Sinosteel Zimbabwe Pvt. Ltd.

�� !"#$%&'()*+ Zimasco Consolidated Enterprises Ltd.

�� !"#$% Sinosteel India Pvt Ltd.

�� !"#$%& China Sinosteel (Singapore) Pte., Ltd.

�� !"#$% Sinosteel Germany GMBH

�� !"#$% Sinosteel Brasil Metallurgical Trading Ltd.

�� !"#$% Sinosteel Gabon Company Ltd.

�� !"#$%& Sinosteel CAM SA

�� !"#$% Pt.Sinosteel Indonesia

�� !"#$%&' PT. Sinosteel Indonesia  Mining

�� !"#$%& Sinosteel (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.

�� !"#$%& Sinosteel Philippines Co. Ltd.,Inc.

�� !"#$%& Sinosteel Corporation   Representative Office

�� !"#$%&' Sinosteel Corporation Turkey Representative Office

�� !"#$%& Sinosteel Corporation Vietnam Representative Office
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First�we allocate resources at the global level (bringing in ).
Focusing on such mining resources as iron, chrome, manganese,
and nickel, etc., Sinosteel Corporation is making a global
arrangement. Iron resources are mainly distributed in Australia and
India, chrome mainly in South Africa, nickel mainly in Indonesia and
the Philippines. We build six key regions: Hong Kong, Australia,

22www.sinosteel.com

South Africa, India, Southeast Asia, and Europe�therefore we
have gradually realized strategic arrangement of overseas
resources.

Second�we service for the world steel industry and steel enter-
prises �going out�. Sinosteel�s products and services have
expanded oversees, and we have done number of oversees projects.

Sinosteel Internationalization Strategy includes two parts�

�� ! 2007 � 2009�� !"#$
Comprehensive Ranking of Sinosteel Corporation from 2007-2009
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Value-added Industry Chain
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In providing iron and steel enterprises with comprehensive support

and system integration, Sinosteel Corporation has consolidated its

internal basis, expand external enterprising and, through advanc-

ing responsible procurement, optimizing logistics operation, laying

stress on safety production, and implementing responsible sales,

built value creation basic industrial chain; at the same time, through

auxiliary construction, such as strengthening risk management,

promoting technological innovation, and enhancing the

informatization standard etc., provided base industrial chain with

powerful support, thereby forming a relatively perfect Value-added

Industry Chain and continually creating economic value.
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Sincere Management
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We strengthen standardized procurement management, and in the

process of procurement, adopt internal corporation purchasing,

and for relatively bigger external public bidding, Sinosteel Tender-

ing Company shall conduct uniformed external public bidding.

Sinosteel tendering company possesses the electro-mechanical

product international bidding Class A qualifications and import and

export rights for management granted by the Ministry of Commerce,
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�� !
 Responsible Procurement
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Under guidance of the business concept of cooperation and win-
win situation for common development, Sinosteel Corporation
adheres to sincere management and promotes responsible
procurement; focuses on production service enterprise orientation,
strengthens supplier management; standardize enterprise bidding
operation; advance green procurement concept, guide subsidiary
enterprise for �green production�; actively implement �going
global� strategy with resource as guide, expand domestic and
overseas mining resource reserve, promote national economic
safety and resource security operation through enterprise behavior,
and facilitate sustainable development.
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After several years of leap-forward development, the competitiveness of Sinosteel Corporation

has been enhanced considerably, and its total assets exceeded RMB 100 billion; in 2009, its main

operating revenue had reached RMB 163.5 billion; enterprise strengthen has steadily risen; in

2009, Sinosteel Corporation ranked 24th in the 500 Strong Chinese enterprises, and the 14th in

the 500 Strong Chinese service industrial enterprises.
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24 �
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RMB 163.5 billion

Ranked 24th

Ranked 14th
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Case�Eight enterprises, including the Corporation
itself, won the title of �Tax Payment Credit Stand-
ing A Class Enterprise�.
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In 2009, the state tax and local tax bureaus of Haidian District

presented awards to the eight enterprises with the title of ��Tax

Payment Credit Standing A Class Enterprises�, including the

Sinosteel Corporation, the Sinosteel Corporation Limited,

Sinosteel Trading Co., Ltd., Sinosteel Raw Materials Co., Ltd.,

Sinosteel Iron & Steel Co., Ltd., Sinosteel Equipment & Engi-

neering Co., Ltd., Sinosteel Investment Co., Ltd., and Sinosteel

Shipping & Forwarding Co., Ltd.

The present appraisal operation for the taxpayment credit stand-

ing A class enterprises was jointly carried on by the state tax and

the local tax bureaus, and of the 300 enterprises in the Haidian

District, 8 enterprises are from the Sinosteel Corporation, which

is an extreme honor. The name of taxpayment credit standing A-

class enterprises will be published in the media, and they shall be

entitled to such rights as tax check exemption and priority han-

dling of tax related matters within their period of validity (January

1st 2009 � December 31st 2010).
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Green Purchasing
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We conduct comprehensive review to production enterprise

suppliers; investigate whether they have safety production permit

and pollution discharge permit, whether they pertain to the scope of

industries that are restricted or limited by competent government

department, such as the State Development and Reform Commis-

sion etc., and whether they conform to the industrial access condi-

tions of relevant notices and bulletins.

With responsible procurement as guide, strive to realize �greening�

of the purchasing resource and purchasing process, guide �green

production�of subsidiary production enterprises, thereby building

a green supply chain of the iron and steel industry.
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Guarantee National Resource Security
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Mineral resource reservation is closely related to the national

economic security. The endowment of China�s mining resources

determines that China has a high dependency on the overseas

imported resources, and iron ore supply also seriously restrict the

long-term development of China�s domestic iron and steel industry.

As one of the earliest enterprises that implemented the �going

global� strategy, from the long-term consideration of national re-

source security, Sinosteel strives and is committed to providing

domestic iron and steel enterprises with safe, stable, and reliable

mining resources. After many years� hard efforts, we have already

had relatively rich reserve of such resources as iron, chrome,

manganese, and nickel etc., both home and abroad.
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providing therefore special public bidding services for a number of

domestic large-scale projects.

Sinosteel Corporation issued a document entitled �A Number of

Opinions Concerning Further Standardizing Public Bidding

Operation�, which has further improved the public bidding, bid

appraisal, and bid supervision organization unit, standardized

public bidding operation procedure, thereby ensuring public bid-

ding activities according to the principle of �open, fairness,

impartiality, and creditworthiness�.
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Optimize Logistics
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Metallurgical raw materials�s trading and logistics are one of the three pillar business operations

of Sinosteel Corporation. We attaches high importance to value creation activities in raw materials

transport, storage, warehouse control, vehicle dispatch, finished product warehousing manage-

ment and product distribution etc., has accumulated rich experiences in logistics delivery, built

outstanding mode of logistics management, and formed integrated logistics business model.
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Optimize Business Model
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Storage, logistics and transport implements specialized operation.

Specialized companies are backbone of the whole logistics system

of the Corporation, the support and core of the whole framework,

for products of the production enterprises and technological enter-

prises are marketed and distributed through specialized companies.

Meanwhile, the Corporation has established a coordinated busi-

ness system between the specialized companies and the regional

companies, and realized synergy operation between them. In

addition, through internal framework straightening and optimization,

the Corporation has realized smooth interfacing between the spe-

cialized companies, production companies, and technological

companies.

Sinosteel Shipping & Forwarding Co., Ltd. is a specialized com-

pany affiliated to the Corporation, engaging in import and export

business, and water transport, land transport and air transport,

storage, goods supervision, freight agency, shipping agency, in-

surance agency, and relevant consulting services of goods of

domestic trading, with a service network system covering main

domestic ports and a perfect organization structure, and was

ranked the third in the �50 Strong Enterprises of China Interna-

tional Freight Logistics Marine Shipping� as appraised by the

China International Freight Forwarders Association (CIFA).
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The Corporation had issued �Measures for Management of Goods

Storage Operation and Inventory Goods Supervision of Sinosteel

Corporation�, which further strengthened storage and inventory

management of subordinate enterprises, established goods stor-

age operation and inventory goods supervision coordination

mechanism, ensured normal storage operation development, and

enhanced inventory goods supervision.

In 2009, Sinosteel drafted out and formulated its �Outline for

Logistics Enterprise Management�, which further consolidated base

management. Eight subsidiary enterprises of Sinosteel Shipping &

Forwarding Co., Ltd. in Liaoning and Tianjin etc., have adopted the

ISO9001 Quality System Accreditation.
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Case �The third party market of Sinosteel Shipping
& Forwarding Co., Ltd., has gradually been opened
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By making use of its overall Corporation advantages, Sinosteel
Shipping & Forwarding Co., Ltd., actively expands its third party
market, and has not only obtained favorable benefits, but also
further enhanced the brand popularity of �Sinosteel Shipping &
Forwarding�.

In 2009, with respect to third party chartering (booking) business,
the company had realized third party bulk freight transport 1.09
million tons, up 65% on a year-on-year basis; with respect to
freight forwarding business, the company realized third party
bulk freight forwarding 39.34 million tons, up 20% on a year-on-
year basis; with respect to land transport business, the company
realized third party land transport bulk freight 1.14 million tons,
up 58% compared with the same period of 2008; with respect to
shipping agency operation, all business came from third parties,
and its business volume increased 22 times on a year-on-year
basis; with respect to air transport, it also realized considerable
marginal growth than the past. In 2009, the third party logistics
operation of Sinosteel Shipping & Forwarding Co., Ltd., has
already become an important source of profits.�� !"

Logistics Industrial Area
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Ocean shipping is the main measures of transport of such raw
materials as iron ore, and as far as iron and steel industry is
concerned, transfer of materials field to port can save a great deal
of logistics cost, and it is the indispensable trend for iron and steel
enterprise development.

Seizing the opportunity of the national development of the Bohai
New Area, by making full use of the port advantages, we will build
a logistics industrial area and specialization platform in Huanghua
Port, integrating trading logistics, production processing, storage
distribution, and promotion of investment, thereby reducing the
logistics cost considerably, enhancing logistics distribution
efficiency, and strengthening logistics service ability.
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Sinosteel Corporation attaches high importance to safety produc-

tion operation. By adhering to the working guidelines of �safety

first, prevention priority, and comprehensive management�,

Sinosteel Corporation shall continually establish and improve its

safety production assurance system, perfect its safety production

responsibility system and safety production management system,

and form a long effective safety production mechanism.
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Safety Management System
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We have set up a safety production committee, established safety
production responsibility system, conducted extensive safety pro-
duction education training, stringently executed safety production
inspection, expanded safety production input, enhanced safety
production conditions, consolidated contracting and leasing opera-
tion safety production management, strengthened abrupt event
and emergency management, advocated safety cultural
construction, improved award and punishment mechanism, and
formed a relatively perfect safety system.
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Case�The 0123 Mode of Sinosteel Corporation for
Safety Production
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- �0� shall refer to that the worker�s death accident shall be 0,
serious fire hazard, explosion, collapse, and leakage of toxic and
hazardous gas accident shall be 0, and key equipment accident
shall be 0.

- �1� shall refer to �chief leader responsibility system�, �one-
position double-responsibility system�, and �one-veta- veto
system�.

- �2� shall refer to double check: one check is on hardware to
ensure intrinsic safety; and the other check is on software to
establish a stringent and integral safety system.

- �3� shall refer to the �three all-around� management: all-
around employees, all-around aspects, and all-around processes.
Of all-around employee management, the key will be on new
employees, labor workers, and re-engaged workers. Of all-
around management, the key will be standardizing human flow
by taking standardized operation as core, standardizing logistics
flow with production management as core, and standardizing
equipment flow with spot checking and regular repairing as core.
Of the all-around process management, the key will be on hazard
source control, hidden trouble investigation, and emergency
management.
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In 2009, Sinosteel further established and improved its safety
management system, and consolidated its safety basis; subse-
quently issued the �Circular Concerning Establishment of Safety
Prompt System for Visitors to the Factory (Site)�, �Sinosteel
International Plaza Safety Prompt���Circular Concerning Strength-
ening Safety Accident Reporting�, and �Measures of Sinosteel
Corporation Limited on Hazard Source Management�, revised and
improved the �Emergency Comprehensive Plan for Production
Accident of Sinosteel Corporation Limited� and �Measures on
Safety Production Management of Sinosteel Corporation Limited�,
and formulated safety production inspection flow and production
accident investigation management flow.
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We have a relatively perfect safety operation training system, and

implement full-employee training within the Corporation, and nearly

40,000 employees accept safety operation training each year.

In 2009, Sinosteel implemented full-employee examination post

certificate system, accident had somehow decreased on a year-on-

year basis and preliminary achievements had been made. To

further strengthen management, reduce various breach of rule and

regulations, enhance safety quality of employees, and urge em-

ployees to transform from passive dependency on supervision to

conscious observation of rules and discipline, so Sinosteel decided

to carry on full-employee safety training and assessment post

certificate activities. Full employees shall include enterprise

leadership, special type working personnel, first line employees,

management personnel, and student of practice, migrant workers,

and visiting personnel etc., and all of whom will participate again in

the safety production training.
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Case��Four Integrations� of Safety Training of All
Employees of Sinosteel
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The objective of safety education training are to solve the problem
of human quality and the problem of the responsibility for work
and enhance human safety consciousness and execution of
safety technical operating procedure, thereby realizing safety
production. Starting from this objective, during its full-employee
safety training, Sinosteel laid stress on the �four integrations�:

1. Integration of safety education training operation with safety
propaganda operation. During training, carry on propaganda, and
select key training points in the propaganda process.

2. Integration of onrush and collective training with long-term
individual learning. After all, the time for collective teaching is
limited, and therefore the training contents shall be issued to each
and every employee, requiring that employees shall study on
their own in their spare time.

3. Integration of professional knowledge learning with safety
knowledge learning. Carry on regularly various kinds of profes-
sional technical and skill education training, and it is required that
the content and activity of each professional education training
must contain the content of corresponding safety knowledge and
skill education, and corresponding stringent examination man-
agement shall be conducted, and form a safety cultural concept
throughout the company that �safety activity be integrated into
each act of each and every employee�.

4. Integration of safety training and corporate cultural construction.
Safety culture is an important component of corporate cultural
construction, and safety training is also an important component
of safety cultural construction. Although corporate safety culture
construction is still at its starting stage, full-employee safety
education training project provides the corporate safety cultural
construction with an effective approach.
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Sinosteel Jilin Ferroalloy Co., Ltd. carried on its third one hun-
dred days safety activity with �human orientation, meticulous
management, continuous strengthening, and stable
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Case�Sinosteel Jilin Ferroalloy Co., Ltd. fully launches its �One Hundred Days Safety Activity�

development� as theme, which consolidated the achievements of
its first two �one hundred days safety activity�, effectively pre-
vented and controlled the occurrence of various kinds of safety
production accident, enhanced more comprehensively the safety
production consciousness of employees, built an �attention to
safety and care for life� benign atmosphere, and achieved zero
worker�s death accident throughout the year; and achieved
good performance of zero accidents of serious fire hazard,
explosion, collapse, and leakage of toxic and hazardous gas; zero
key equipment accident; and zero major and serious injuries. With
implementation of the three one hundred days safety activity as
carrier and deepening of the �0123� safety management mode
to ensure safety production as principal line, Sinosteel Jilin
Ferroalloy Co., Ltd., consolidated its basis, infused concepts, built
its culture, improved its systems, advanced spirally, prevented
and controlled scientifically with key supervision, molded a com-
prehensive safety management model with Sinosteel character-
istics and features of Jilin Ferroally, established long-term effec-
tive mechanism, and escorted the realization of production busi-
ness objectives.

Sinosteel Jilin Ferroalloy Co., Ltd., strives to achieve: severe
punishment for control of breach of rules and regulations, inves-
tigating hidden troubles with meticulous details, all-around expan-
sion for training, penetrating into the grassroots for basis, seeking
for practical and down-to-earth effect, and keeping on improving
to advance to a higher level.
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In 2009, we established production accident emergency rescue organization system to ensure effective coordination and efficient emergency

resource utilization of the various departments of Sinosteel Corporation Limited during emergency response. The production accident

emergency rescue organization system divides the accident emergency response of Sinosteel Corporation Limited into four major parts

according to functions, namely: command, consulting, action, and guarantee.

Establishment of the rescue command center for production accident emergency response. This command center is responsible for

operation when Sinosteel Corporation Limited is required to implement emergency support, responsible for overall command and

coordination of operations when it is necessary for Sinosteel Corporation Limited to implement emergency supports after occurrence of major

and serious accidents by subordinate units of Sinosteel Corporation Limited.
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Safety Performance
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In 2009, the trend of overall safety situa-

tion of the Corporation was positive, safety

consciousness, safety basic operations and

safety management system were

strengthened, and for 8 consecutive

months, there were no accidents above

serious injuries, no relatively serious and

above accident throughout the year, and

no accidents such as serious fire hazard,

explosion, collapse, toxic and hazardous

gas leakage etc., workers� death accident

reduced by 20% than the previous year,

and workers� death toll reduced by 50%,

the number of accident of work-related

injuries also reduced. More than 20 pro-

duction and scientific and technological

enterprises, including Sinosteel Jilin Car-

bon Co., Ltd., and Sinosteel Refractory

Co., Ltd., had no serious injury and no

worker�s death accident throughout the

year, especially that Sinosteel Refractory

Co., Ltd., had overcome a series of

difficulties, such as old facilities, numerous

number of employees, more hazard

sources, weak foundation, big difficulties

in management etc., and achieved favor-

able performance without light injury and

above accident.
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In 2009, due to considerable improvement of production capacity, coupled with scaled

product development, startup of construction of casting projects in the industrial area

and increase of domestic and overseas installation engineering projects, Sinosteel

Hengyang Machinery Co., Ltd. confronted more and more serious challenges in safety

production. However, Sinosteel Hengyang Machinery Co., Ltd. had always built firmly

the safety development concept, adhered to the guidelines of �safety first, prevention

priority, comprehensive management�, vigorously improved its safety production,

strengthened safety production management, and put into effect the safety production

principal responsibility.

� The safety and technology department of the company adopted safety manage-

ment personnel daily work report system, strengthened safety inspection, hidden

trouble investigation, and key hazard source supervision.

� By effective measures, such as strengthening safety training education and

intensifying safety punishment, facilitated the implementation of various kinds of safety

management measures.

� With safety production month, safety knowledge competition, and safety knowl-

edge speech contest as carrier, strengthened safety production propaganda educa-

tion and further enhanced safety consciousness of employees.

� In connection with their respective production practice and special activities, such

as organizing fire protection rehearsal and emergency rescue drill etc., the various

secondary work units of the company improved the professional qualities of the safety

management personnel, and trained the emergency rescue abilities of employees.
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Case�Sinosteel Hengyang Machinery Co., Ltd. was appraised as
advanced work unit 2009 of Hengyang City for safety production
operation
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Sinosteel Hengyang Machinery Co., Ltd.
was appraised as Advanced Work Unit 2009
of Hengyang City for Safety Production
Operation
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By adhering to and carrying out the concept of responsible sales in

the Value-added Industry Chain, vigorously improving product and

service quality, paying attention to customer management, and

strengthening customer relation maintenance, Sinosteel Corpora-

tion was able to gradually extend its scientific antenna, sales mode,

and product pricing to the customer production line and terminal

fields, thereby grasping in time the customer trend and meeting

customer requirements as much as possible. At the same time,

Sinosteel Corporation has also integrated its responsibility concept

into marketing, channel construction, product maintenance, and

value added services etc., ensuring the continuous realization of

common values of both the customers and the enterprise.
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We adhere to the train of thought that �promotes formation of quality culture through quality

system, and promotes enhancement of people�s quality consciousness through formation of the

quality culture�, actively carry on �lean service� activities, continually pay attention to quality

system improvement, and continually meet customer�s requirements.
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Sinosteel continually improves its continuous quality management

improvement mechanism, actively carries on mass activities, such

as �QC group�, �team construction�, �labor skill competition�,

and �rationalization suggestions� etc. Take continuous improve-

ment as the permanent theme for operations of enterprise quality

management, and pay attention to summary and accumulation in

time of the achievements of activities into intrinsic technologies,

�� !"#�� !"#�� !"#$
Sinosteel Xi�an Heavy Machinery Co., Ltd., convenes

�Exquisite Product Engineering� activity experience sharing
meeting

intellectual property right or rules and regulations of the enterprise.

� Establish business through quality, meet users� requirements;

� Establish nature through precision, build famous brand product;

� Treat customer with sincerity, provide quality service;

� Gain victory through efficiency, improve economic benefits.
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Case�Sinosteel Jilin Carbon Co., Ltd. vigorously improves its product quality lifelinelaunches its �One
Hundred Days Safety Activity�

�Seek quality through production, and be scientific in management�
has been one of the important work experiences of Sinosteel Jilin
Carbon Co., Ltd. in 2009. Under the attack of financial crisis, Sinosteel
Jilin Carbon Co., Ltd., put forwards its �abandoning quantity and
pursuing quality� strategic guidelines in time, and vigorously improved
its product quality.

Based on market conditions, Sinosteel Jilin Carbon Co., Ltd. took the
initiative to actively adjust its product structure, drive its product quality
upgrading through technological innovation, build the Sinosteel Jilin
Carbon brand, with key focus on effective quality breakthrough of large
specification ultra-high power graphite electrode and market
advancement, and there forth carrying on a series of production activities.

� Carry on effectively new product research and development, and
optimize production prescription;

� Promote the lengthwise graphitization technological application;

� Fine product standard in connection with user requirements;

� Strengthen inspection and straighten out the quality control points of
various work procedures;

� Strengthen scientific research and training.

Sinosteel Jilin Carbon Co., Ltd. strives hard to improve details in
production organization and process control and achieve optimization.
At the same time, we also stringently improve production system and,
starting from assessment manager, formulate �scrap product half
reduction� activity, and practically stimulate the �abandoning quantity
and pursuing quality� operation of the system.
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Case�Sinosteel Xingtai Machinery & Mill Roll Co., Ltd. achieved remarkable effect in its �one hundred
percent working procedure operation quality� competition

In 2009, Sinosteel Xingtai Machinery & Mill Roll Co., Ltd. carried on �One
Hundred Percent Working Procedure Operation Quality� competition: the
standard rate of 8 management and control points of four working
procedures, namely, casting, smelting, electric slag furnace, and heat
processing, had reached 100%, and the standard rate of other 19 manage-
ment and control points had reached 70%.

With �square - circle engineering� as its cut-in point, the focus of Sinosteel
Xingtai Machinery & Mill Roll Co., Ltd. is on �advancing exquisite product
strategy, and resolvedly getting rid of third class products�, and continually
enhances the quality consistency of product. In order to put to an end
completely disqualified products due to working procedure operation, the
company started with the source working procedure-�smelting working
procedure�, carried on solid activities of �one hundred percent working
procedure operating quality� in four working procedures, namely, casting,
smelting, electric slag furnace, and heat processing, continually enhance
quality management and control ability, avoiding disqualified roughcast to
enter the next working procedure.

The steady and in-depth implementation of the �One Hundred Percent
Working Procedure Operating Quality� activity has promoted the techno-
logical optimization of the working procedure on the basis of improving
product working procedure quality, ensured scientificity, economy, and
practicality of the technology, thereby laying a favorable foundation for
continuous improvement of the product quality of the enterprise.
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Customer Relation Management
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Carrying forward the concept of cooperation and win-win with business partners, Sinosteel

maintained regular, multi-field and in-depth cooperative relations with strategic customers, and

fully tapped the potentials for cooperation. With meeting customer�s requirements as center,

enhancing customer satisfaction as focus and starting point, we re-examined and revised the

enterprise standard, carried on lean services, innovated service mode, adjusted product structure,

realized site technical service, and established long-term, stable, mutually beneficial, and a win-

win strategic relations with customers.
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After-sale Service System
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In 2009, Sinosteel started to implement �all-around after sales

service� management, brought into maximum display of product

functions, promoted sales to meet customer�s needs, laid stress

on customer experiences, and enhanced service quality.
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Case�Sinosteel Hengyang Machinery Co., Ltd. formulated new �Methods on Assessment of After sales
Service Management�.

On December 31st 2009, Sinosteel Hengyang Machinery Co.,
Ltd. officially promulgated its new �Measures on Assessment of
After sales Service Management� so as to further improve the
corporate after sales service standard, standardize after sales
service operation management, provide better services for users,
and enhance overall corporate image.

The new Measures has detailed specifications on the general
principle, organization and functions, code of conduct of service
personnel, and assessment of after sales service operations,
and its main objective are as follows: first, always pay attention to
users satisfaction, customer first, strive hard to create service
features, and win users favor through featured services. Second,
pay attention to building sound corporate image and individual
image, actively, quickly and accurately deal with and reflect site
problems occurred, actively coordinate users and installation unit
relations, strive hard to satisfy the users, safeguard company
interests, abide by construction site rules and regulations, and
ensure safe service operations.
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Customer Satisfaction
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In the nationwide survey activity of customer satisfaction, China

Chamber of Commerce conducted in-depth measurement towards

such indexes of Sinosteel as �brand image�, �expected quality�,

�quality perception�, �service quality perception�, �value

perception�, �satisfaction�, and �loyalty� etc., and the perfor-

mance of quite a number of indexes of the Corporation are

outstanding, and Sinosteel won the title as one of the ten leading

brand award of national customer satisfaction.
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Case�Sinosteel Jilin Ferroalloy Co., Ltd. was conferred the title of �Excellent Supplier� by three customers

Sinosteel Jilin Ferroalloy Co., Ltd. was conferred the title of
�Excellent Supplier� and �Five-star Supplier� in 2009 by Hebei
Iron & Steel Group Co., Ltd., CITIC Pacific Special Steel Group,
and Nanjing Iron & Steel Group.

�Excellent supplier� and �five-star supplier� are titles of the
highest ranking conferred by steel plants to suppliers, chosen
among all the best and the most excellent suppliers of the year,
after comprehensive appraisal based on contract execution, prod-
uct quality, and after sales service conditions etc. of the supplier.
After procurement system measurement and testing by CITIC
Pacific Special Steel Group, Sinosteel Jilin Ferroalloy Co., Ltd.
became the only company that was conferred the title of �excellent
supplier� in 2009.
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Case�Sinosteel Xingtai Machinery & Mill Roll Co., Ltd. strengthened site service and improved its lean
service standard

To implement all-around major customer strategy, focusing on the
�differentiated product, and featured service� marketing strategy,
Sinosteel Xingtai Machinery & Mill Roll Co., Ltd. vigorously strength-
ened its market network terminal construction, intensified its site service,
improved service quality, beat out a path characterized by �scientific
guidance, technological marketing, and value-added service�, thereby
putting lean service into effect.

Conduct effectively before, during and after sales full-course services.
On the basis of in-depth grasp of the roller use conditions, roller
management standard and roller operator qualities of the customer
units, help customers choose and design the most appropriate roller
materials, help customers solve problems occurred in the process of
use, and provide the company with valuable information for new product
research and development, process technology improvement and prod-
uct structural adjustment etc.

Implement full-course roller use tracking management. Conduct full-
course tracking from roller mounting to scrapping, including rolling
quantity, rolling product variety, specification, and grinding etc., gather
technical parameters, arrange operating data, strengthen process testing,
analyze existing problems, help customers improve roller management
system and use techniques, sum up maintenance experience, and
enhance roller use effects.

 Start with the customer point of view, provide extra-value service.
Master customer�s information on site use, consumption, inventory,
and production planning etc., guide customers to control and establish
reasonable inventory, while not affecting customer�s production and
helping saving funds, enable the production capacity of Sinosteel
Xingtai Machinery & Mill Roll Co., Ltd. to form effective output; grasp
customer information on technological progress, structural adjustment,
and product upgrading, as well as change of demand to roller product
variety and quality resulting therefrom, find out in time customers real
and potential needs, guide internal production, and continually enhance
product technological performance and adaptability.

Perfect marketing network terminal construction enabled Sinosteel
Xingtai Machinery & Mill Roll Co., Ltd. to have realized transformation
from �customer service� to �customer guidance�, and from �satisfying
customer� to �moving customer�, further gained customers trust and
dependence, thereby consolidating and expanding market share, and
realizing continuous growth of market order of influential customers.
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Strategic Sharing Mechanism

Sinosteel Corporation pays attention to harmonious co-existence

with stakeholders and builds strategic cooperative relations with

important stakeholders. Through establishment of strategic coop-

erative relations with the upstream and downstream enterprises of

the iron and steel industry and the domestic and overseas peers

of various industries, Sinosteel Corporation has vigorously con-

solidated and expanded the cooperative partners and strategic

customer groups of the Corporation, enhanced its public reputation,

and created conditions for future long-term development.

Carry on all-around strategic cooperation. We continuously ex-

pand strategic cooperation with five layers, namely, local

government, iron and steel enterprises, upstream and down-

stream enterprises of the steel plants, financial units, and higher

learning institutions etc., establish stable customer relations, so-

cial public relations and production-study-research interactive

relations, and enhance social influence.
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Cooperation with Local Government
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In the morning of December 16th 2009, a signing ceremony for the

strategic cooperation agreement between Sinosteel Corporation

and Anhui Provincial People�s Government was held in the

Daoxianglou Hotel of Hefei City, Anhui Province.

With signing of this agreement as the new starting point, Sinosteel

will further expand the exchange and cooperation of both parties in

much broader fields and higher level, and strive to realize mutual
�� !"#

Site for Signing of Ceremony

benefits and a win-win situation. It is hoped that through signing of

the strategic cooperation agreement, further promote both parties

to realize mutual complementation of advantages, cooperation

and win-win situation in a new platform.
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In the afternoon of January 8th 2009, a signing ceremony for the
agreement of scientific and technological cooperation between
Sinosteel Corporation and the Chinese Academy of Engineering
(CAE) was held in Beijing Friendship Hotel.

As the highest honorary and consulting academic institution in the
circle of engineering technology in China, CAE has made out-
standing accomplishments in grasping the direction for engineer-
ing science and technology development, key national engineering
construction project decision-making consulting, and training of
science and technological talents, wielding therefore an important

role in promoting and influencing the national economic and social
development. Through signing of the scientific and technological
cooperation agreement between Sinosteel Corporation and CAE,
the collective wisdom resource advantages of CAE will be brought
into full display, and all-around activities in the various affiliated
enterprises of Sinosteel Corporation will be carried out, such as
decision-making consulting, technological diagnosis, academic
and technological exchange, cooperation research and develop-
ment etc. Sinosteel Corporation will bring into play its own
advantages, provide an effective practical platform for CAE to carry
on scientific research and serve economic development, and make
more active contribution in promoting the development of China�s
engineering technological undertakings.
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HUANG Tianwen, President of Sinosteel Corporation, and WU

Hequan, Vice President of CAE, sign the cooperation agreement
on behalf of both parties
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In the morning of June 4th 2009, a signing ceremony for the

�Development Financial Cooperation Agreement� between

Sinosteel Corporation Limited and National Development Bank

was solemnly held in the Diaoyutai State Guesthouse, symbolizing

that cooperative relation between the two parties has reached a

new height.

Both parties will establish long-term and stable strategic coopera-

tive relations in international cooperation business, domestic in-

dustry restructuring, key production project construction, and op-

erating current assets etc., and through display of their respective

advantages, jointly establish an investment and financing platform,

cultivate all-around and in-depth cooperative investment and fi-

nancing model, promote investment and financing system reform,

and achieve the objective of common prosperity and mutual

development.
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Signing of the cooperative agreement is aimed at integrating the

mid and long-term investment advantages of the National Devel-

opment Bank (NDB) and the advantages of overseas development

of mining resources of Sinosteel Corporation Limited, consolidat-

ing the leading status of Sinosteel in the field of metallurgy and

mining products import and export, and making new contributions

in getting through the bottleneck of mining resources for economic
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On February 10th 2009, HUANG Tianwen, Chairman of Sinosteel
Corporation Limited, and LIN Yishou, Chairman of E United Group
of Taiwan, signed a strategic cooperation agreement in Beijing on
behalf of their respective enterprises, thereby opening a new phase
for all-around, broad field and multi-level cooperation between
enterprises across the Taiwan Strait.

The strategic cooperation between Sinosteel and E United Group
will bring into full play the comparative advantages of iron and steel
production service provider and iron and steel manufacturer, deepen
upstream and downstream industrial chain complementary
cooperation, synergy operation, reduction of cost, and effectively
enhance their core competitiveness. Sinosteel will set up a branch
unit in Taipei, responsible for coordination and organization of
cooperation with E United Group and its enterprises in Taiwan.

During the signing ceremony, Chairman HUANG Tianwen and
Chairman LIN Yishou both expressed their good wishes for mutual
sincere cooperation. Both parties strive to become the leader in
cross Strait cooperation, and make positive contribution in estab-
lishing a new development model of mutual benefits and a win-win
situation for enterprises across the Taiwan Strait, strengthening
confidence and actively and effectively dealing with international
financial crisis, and promoting and consolidating economic and
trade cooperation across the Taiwan Strait.

and social development, supporting the sustainable and health

development of the metallurgical industry, and building a resource

saving society.
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Signing of Strategic Cooperation Agreement between Chairman
HUANG Tianwen and Chairman LIN Yishou on behalf of Both

Parties
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In the process of transformation from a traditional trading enterprise

to a modern production service enterprise, Sinosteel Corporation

has attached high importance to its own scientific and technological

research and development strength and technological innovation

ability, continually strengthened its scientific and technological

innovation input, has set up a special science and technology

innovation fund, gradually improved its scientific and technological

innovation management system, convened regularly corporation-

wide science and technology innovation meeting, and its science

and technology innovation ability has continually been strengthened.
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Continually Improve Innovation System
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To standardize and consolidate business management of Sinosteel

Corporation Limited and improve its management system, in 2009,

we compiled the �General Outline of Sinosteel Corporation Lim-

ited on Scientific and Technological Enterprise Management�;

methods on science and technology innovation management, and

also measures on management of evaluation, appraisal, and en-

couragement of scientific achievements etc.

Based on the objective of establishing an integrated production-

learning-research-application scientific and technological innova-

tion system, by adhering to the principle of cooperation and win-win

pursuit, we carried on actively production-learning-research

cooperation, put up a joint technological progress platform, and

established strategic cooperative partnership subsequently with a

number of higher learning institutions, such as Renmin University of

China, University of Science and Technology Beijing, and North-

eastern University etc.; at the same time, signed technological

cooperation agreement with CAE, strengthen mutual common

exploration and research in mining resources, carbon, refractory

materials, new energy, energy conservation and environmental

protection, as well as modern iron and steel flow technology etc.,

accelerated the pace of technological innovation.

In 2009, we innovatively put forward the �Sinosteel Technological

Consultant System�, drawing support from the intellectual advan-

tages of members of the CAE and appointing leading experts and

scholars to serve as Sinosteel technological consultants, and es-

tablished the �Sinosteel Consulting Committee for Technological

Cooperation�.
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HUANG Tianwen, President of Sinosteel, confers Sinosteel
Technical Consultant appointment certificate to XU Kuangdi,

President of CAE, and other appointees of CAE members
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Group Photo of HUANG Tianwen, President of Sinosteel, with

members of CAE Appointees
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Comparison of Partial Data from Scientific and Technological Survey of Sinosteel Corporation 2007~2009
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Number of papers published throughout the year
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Note: it is specifically explained that the data involved in this article, such as percentage of scientific and technological outlay over main operating revenue and the new product

production value profit margin etc., are all from relevant enterprises of Sinosteel that have participated in the scientific and technological survey statistics, such as affiliated

scientific and technological enterprises and production enterprises etc., excluding trading enterprises affiliated to Sinosteel.

40197.78

22027.54

2.9

12.66
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59

15

187
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In 2009, Sinosteel made a batch of scientific achievements, and

many scientific and technological research projects were accepted,

appraised, and achievement appraised by the state ministries and

commission, and relevant provincial and municipal departments,

with therefore remarkable achievements in scientific and techno-

logical innovation.
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Figure 1 The scientific and technological input of Sinosteel Corporation 2007~2009
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Figure 1 shows the scientific and technological input of Sinosteel Corporation 2007~2009. In

2009, the scientific and technological activity outlay and R & D outlay of Sinosteel Corporation

amounted to RMB 540 million and RMB 320 million respectively, which both dropped slightly

compared with the same period of 2008 due to the financial crisis. In 2009, the percentage of

scientific and technological activity outlay accounted for 4.05% of the main operating revenue,

which evidently increased compared with the data of 2008.

New product production value profit margin is the specific embodiment of enterprise innovation

ability. The state encourages the policy for new product development, guides enterprise enthusi-

asm to develop new products, instructs new enterprises to accelerate new product development,

and improve new product production value profit margin. Figure 2 shows the change of new

product production value profit margin of Sinosteel Corporation 2007~2009. In 2007, the produc-

tion value profit margin of new product was 12.66%, and in 2008 and 2009, the figures were 22.

55% and 28.42% respectively. In the recent two years, the production value profit margin of new

products of Sinosteel Corporation has shown a gradual upward trend, and it is clear therefore that

the technological innovation effect and vitality of Sinosteel Corporation has gained continuous

improvement.
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Figure 3 describes the number of patent application patent autho-

rization of Sinosteel Corporation 2007~2009. From Figure 3, it is

clear that, in 2009, Sinosteel Corporation applied a total of 118

patents, and 66 patent authorizations, up 57.3% and 40.4% re-

spectively compared with the same period of last year, realized

steady increase of the number of both patent application and

patent authorization, and strengthened vigorously the intellectual

property right protection of Sinosteel Corporation. Of which, the

number of authorized patent of Sinosteel LuoYang Institute Of

Refractories Research Co., Ltd., Sinosteel Anshan Research Insti-

tute Of Thermo-Energy Co., Ltd., and Sinosteel Scie-tech Develop-

ment Company in 2009 had reached 14, 11 and 6 respectively,

attaining the relatively better standard of the number of patent

authorization of the enterprise in recent years, and Sinosteel

LuoYang Institute Of Refractories Research Co., Ltd. had also

been conferred the title of �Advanced Group of Intellectual Prop-

erty Operation 2009� of Luoyang City.
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Sinosteel Corporation stringently safeguards shareholders rights

and interests, pays high attention to risk management, and lays

stress on fund safety through continually strengthening strategic

management, financial management and investment risk

management. In 2009, Sinosteel set up its Risk Management

Department, further improved its enterprise internal control

mechanism, established and ameliorated enterprise crisis man-

agement system, and continually enhanced its risk resistance

ability.

According to risk management functions, Sinosteel deems that, the

key functional responsibilities and orientation of risk management

shall be as follows, i.e., clearly defining the four insistences:

� Insist on the principle of independence, and carry on operations

objectively and fairly according to their respective post functional

responsibilities, relevant internal control system, and standardized

operation flow;

� Insist on integrating risk management operations into the various

links of business management, and play a genuine role of

�prevention beforehand, control during risk accident, and remedy

afterwards�;

� Insist on providing effective enterprise production operation

service, and striving hard to create a sound business operation

environment for the enterprise;

� Insist on displaying effectively a supervision role on risk

management, and promoting the continuous improvement of busi-

ness management ability of various affiliated enterprises.
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Operation Framework of All-around Risk Management
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Based on the overall objective of all-around risk management system construction, Sinosteel formulated risk management sustainable
development working plan:
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In 2009, we adopted a number of measures to strengthen risk
prevention management, including:

Formulated �flexible budget� internal control scheme, balanced
investment scale and fund risks, strictly controlled current fund
occupation, and ensured fund chain safety.

Further standardized investment management, conducted arrange-
ment analysis and ranking towards the 40 industrial investment
projects of enterprises affiliated to the Corporation, thereby avoid-
ing investment risks;

Further strengthened legal affairs management, and introduced in
advance legal services and supervision and control to such impor-
tant links as investment, sales, purchase, and large amount fund
payment etc., conducted analysis and research towards the pos-
sible legal issues in the business model and operation flow of main
product varieties of management, and prevented potential risks.

�� !�� !"#$%
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First step: put up all-around risk
management system basic
framework;

�� !�� !"#$%&'(
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Second step: gradually improve all-around
risk management system, and promote all
risk management operation;

�� !�� !"#$%
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Third step: complete all-around
risk management system
construction.
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Organization System of All-around Risk Management
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Informatization strategy is one of the four major strategies of

Sinosteel, which provides powerful support and guarantee for other

three major strategies.

Since launching of its all-around informatization construction in

2004, after six years of continuous efforts, Sinosteel has already

established a batch of application system with ERP, fund and OA

as core, and has basically formed an all-comprehensive, full-

scaled and multi-fields informatization management platform. With

popularization, deepening and optimization of the application

system, informatization effect has become more visualized in

strengthening uniformed management and control ability and im-

proving the standard of business management, and its role and

contribution in supporting strategic transformation and innovative

development has already been confirmed. In the future, in the new

strategic objective to build Sinosteel a first-class enterprise in the

500 world strong enterprises, informatization will certainly become

a more important core element of support.
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Informatization Construction Objectives
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� Establish a uniformed, comprehensive, integral, and real-time

sharing management information platform

� Meet cross-regional and centralized management requirements

� Realize high and effective integration of fund flow, information

flow and business
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� ERP system has already completed its Phase III construction,

covering the headquarters, and 53 secondary enterprises. Phase

IV construction is ongoing. Through the ERP system, centralized

management is realized for finance, human resources, and cus-

tomers (suppliers). At the same time, ERP has also successfully

realized integral application in multiple modes of operations, such

as trade, freight, engineering, science and technology, investment,

futures, bidding, and consulting etc. ERP has effectively promoted

�operating mode reform�, brought along improvement of the

�standard of business management�, and played also a relatively

bigger role in advancing flow standardization, synergy operation

and risk control etc.

� The fund management system has already been applied in 154

subordinate work units, domestic enterprises have basically real-

ized centralized management, and they are currently being pro-

moted to overseas enterprises. Uniformed fund management and

control platform has improved the standard of fund management,

and strengthened fund management and control and risk preven-

tion ability.

� The global office automation system (OA) has realized member

enterprise information exchange within Sinosteel, and has played

an important role in improving the overall office efficiency and

training enterprise culture.
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� Established uniformed information standardization system, for-
mulated already 42 standards, and realized index specification,
code exclusiveness, and information sharing.

� High-definition (HD) video conference system has been adopted
by 36 enterprises (including Hong Kong, and Macau), and im-
proved the conference and office efficiency of Sinosteel Corporation.

� In 2009, initiated data level disaster backup system construction.
With further improvement and put into use of the data level disaster
backup system, it will provide system operation and data integrity
with convenience and guarantee, and provide support for compre-
hensive improvement of the IT service standard and ability.

� In 2009, we will continue to improve the information system
security construction, and strength information system security
from technology and management. In technical aspect, we com-
pleted current security evaluation towards ERP, OA, fund manage-
ment system, website, and network system etc., and security
consolidation towards the above system; in management, we intro-
duced domestic (classified security protection management
requirements), international standard (ISO27001), built information
system security management, strengthened security management
system and flow construction, and incorporated information system
security management into routine operation management.

Future informatization development of Sinosteel will include: estab-
lishment of supply chain management system (SCM), customer
relationship management system (CRM), and e-commerce system
etc., so as to support business expansion and business mode
innovation, promote information cooperation of upper and lower
stream strategic partners, and improve industrial chain control
ability
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According to risk management functions, Sinosteel deems that, the key functional responsibilities

and orientation of risk management shall be as follows, i.e., clearly defining the four insistences:

� In 2007, �Informatization Construction of Large-scale Iron & Steel Service Enterprise on

Improving Management and Control Abilities� - information achievements of Sinosteel, won the

14th National Enterprise Management Modernization Innovation Award.

� In 2008, Sinosteel ranked the 12th place in the informatization standard evaluation of central

enterprises by SASAC in 2007.

� In 2009, Sinosteel ranked the 15th place among the 500 strong enterprises in China Enterprise

Informatization.

� In 2009, Sinosteel became the �A-Class Enterprise in the Informatization Standard Evaluation

of Central Enterprises 2008�.

� In 2009, two engineering projects, namely, �Sinosteel ERP Human Resource Management�

and �Sinosteel Fund Management System�, were appraised as the Central Enterprise

Informatization Demonstration Project by SASAC.

�� !"#$% 500 ���� !"#
Site of the �500 Strong China Informatization Enterprise�

Awarding Ceremony

�� !"#$%&#'()*+,-./0�2008 ��
�� !"#$%&'

CHENG Siwei, former Vice-Chairman of the Standing Commit-
tee of NPC, confers �Informatization Grand Leadership Award
2008� to HUANG Tianwen, President of Sinosteel Corporation
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Sinosteel Corporation meticulously carries out the implementation

of scientific outlook for development, adheres to the concept of

green business operation, develops clean production, and actively

promoted environmental protection operations in the field of iron

and steel service, such as mining, smelting, trading, and logistics

etc., and is committed to promoting the improvement of the stan-

dard of iron and steel enterprises on environmental protection

through provision of all-around green services and reducing ad-

verse impacts of operation of the iron and steel enterprises on the

environment.
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Impact of Iron & Steel Industrial Chain on Environment
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Sinosteel Corporation scrupulously abides by the environmental protection rules and regulations,

sets up environmental protection objectives, promotes environmental protection measures, and

strives hard to achieve �zero harm� to the environment. In areas such as energy conservation

and emission reduction, environmental protection, and cyclic economy, Sinosteel Corporation

has made remarkable achievements.
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In the process of global business operation, full aware of the

importance of protection of the ecological environment, Sinosteel

Corporation has continually been committed to ecological protec-

tion and environmental improvement, and continually ameliorating

the environmental management system of the Corporation.

In May 2009, we set up the �Environmental Protection Manage-

ment Committee�, which is responsible for uniformed guidance and

comprehensive decision-making of key issues of Sinosteel Corpo-

ration Limited in environmental protection. The committee consists

of leaders of Sinosteel Corporation Limited and persons-in-charge

of relevant functional departments and enterprises. The Committee

is chaired by the leadership of Sinosteel Corporation Limited.

�� !"#$%
Environmental Protection Management System

�� !"#$%&'()*
Work Flow of the Environmental Protection Management Committee
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Sinosteel has a profound understanding of the adverse impact of

the various aspects of iron and steel production on the environment,

believing that strengthening environmental protection manage-

ment is an important functional responsibility of the senior manage-

ment of the company, and also an important component of the

corporate management system. Effective environmental manage-
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��� !"#$%&'(() John R. Wells��

CSR is very important, and let me thank you for the positive measures taken in
environmental protection. Personally, I�m grateful to you. However, I believe
that our generations will be more grateful to Sinosteel�s efforts on these fields.

-International Institute for Management Development
 -  Lausanne, Switzerland, Professor John R. Wells

ment system is the basic premise of improvement of environment

and realization of sustainable development, and therefore the

company encourages extensive participation of stakeholders to

continually improve the corporate environmental management.

Hence, we established �zero harm� target on the eco-environment,

and based on the current conditions and characteristics of energy

conservation and environmental protection management of the

production enterprises of Sinosteel, formulated three main operat-

ing lines on energy conservation and environmental protection:

(1) Strengthen key pollutant source monitoring, early warning and

management, and eradicate resolutely major environmental pollu-

tion event;

(2) advance the pass for energy conservation and emission

reduction, promote solid energy conservation and emission reduc-

tion operations, and strive hard to enable the index and data of

energy conservation and emission reduction of Sinosteel to reach

the advanced domestic and international standard;

(3) Actively strive for national policy support on energy conserva-

tion and emission reduction, and improve policy application

efficiency.

The various overseas mineral resource exploitation enterprises of

Sinosteel have also established continually improving environ-

mental management system, formulated systematic environmen-

tal protection policies, and these policies and corporate business

activities, products and services also adapt to the impact of

environment, which mainly include continuous improvement of

environmental management and pollution prevention, abiding by

relevant environmental laws and regulations and requirements of

other environmental protection organizations, providing frame-

work that formulates and examine environmental protection objec-

tives and targets etc., and policies will be promulgated and imple-

mented in the form of corporate documents, and transmitted to

enterprise employees and the public.
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Major Environmental Policies of Sinosteel’s Australian Subsidiaries
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Identify significant risks and resolve them through the setting of objectives and indicators and through

appropriate management.
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Have highly-experienced and well-trained employees assist in executing the management of environ-

mental risks.
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The implementation of environmental management is subject to regular inspection at all levels and

multi-faceted supervision in multiple ways such as report, accident analysis monitoring and auditing.

Any failure shall be corrected on a timely basis once detected.
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The management level of the company is expected to fully discuss the performance of environmental

management to ensure the best utilization and implementation of the policies, objectives, indicators

and elements of environmental management system.
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ment review
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� Pay attention to strengthening of monitoring, early warning and

management of key pollution source, and eradicate resolutely

major environmental pollution accident.

With management of key pollution source as breakthrough point,

strengthen site checking on environmental protection, and prevent

major pollution event of enterprises at its very source. In 2009,

Sinosteel organized and carried on environmental protection in-

spection activities towards main production and scientific and tech-

nological enterprises of the Corporation, and investigated and

found out more than 100 hidden troubles of pollution. Those hidden

troubles of pollution discovered were either rectified in time if

possible, or demanded for strengthening of monitoring and super-

vision by enterprises if not possible for immediate rectification, and

putting the reorganization scheme into effect as soon as possible,

with time limit set for the reorganization, defining person-in-charge

for the reorganization and formulating relevant countermeasures.

� Establish environmental accident emergency scheme, and pre-

vent key pollution event in the full-course.
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Prompt and urge production and technological enterprises to

strengthen practically, prevent and control with focus, management

of key environmental factors, establish and improve environmental

pollution event emergency management system, and establish key

enterprise pollution source early warning and report system and

relevant emergency scheme. so far, all key environmental pollution

monitoring enterprises affiliated to Sinosteel Corporation Limited,

such as Sinosteel Jilin Ferroalloy Co., Ltd., Sinosteel Jilin Carbon

Co., Ltd., Sinosteel Xingtai Machinery & Mill Roll Co., Ltd., Sinosteel

Hengyang Machinery Co., Ltd., Sinosteel LuoYang Institute of

Refractories Research Co., Ltd., Sinosteel Anshan Research Insti-

tute of Thermo-Energy Co., Ltd., and Sinosteel Zhengzhou Re-

search Institute of Steel Ware & Steel Ware Products Co., Ltd.,

have all formulated their emergency environmental scheme ac-

cording to requirements. Meanwhile, we also organize actively

enterprises to conduct environmental event emergency drills, up-

date emergency security information in time.

� Strengthen all-around key environmental event management,

and fulfill the �zero harm� commitment to environment.

In 2009, we formulated Sinosteel environmental accident emer-

gency scheme and established environmental accident emergency

command headquarters to prevent all-around major environmental

accidents of enterprises affiliated to Sinosteel Corporation Limited.

Emergency treatment operation of environmental accident of

Sinosteel Corporation Limited is mainly embodied in �four insists�:

insist on prevention first and human-orientation; insist on uniformed

command and synergy cooperation; insist on standardization and

scientific decision-making according to law; insist on self-remedy

first supported by external support.
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In order to achieve the objective of �zero harm� to environment,

we continually improve internal management mechanism, enhance

the consciousness of all employees on environmental protection,

strengthen environmental protection reform, increase energy

utilization, and reduce hazardous gas and dust emission.

In the early 2009, 18 production enterprises and scientific and

technological enterprises with production tasks of Sinosteel signed

the �Responsibility Document of Sinosteel Corporation Limited on

Target of Safety Production, Energy Conservation and Emission

Reduction, and Environmental Protection�, and made assessment

at the year end in connection with analysis of the completion of

enterprise energy conservation target.

�� !
Energy Conservation and Emission Reduction
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Energy Conservation and Emission Reduction System Construction
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In 2009, we pushed forward all-around enterprise energy conserva-

tion and emission reduction �three major systems� construction:

� Prompt and urge production and technological enterprises affili-

ated to Sinosteel to establish and improve the energy conservation

and emission reduction management system according to

requirements; enterprises for energy conservation and emission

reduction shall practice the �chief leader� responsibility system,

demanding that enterprises shall clearly define energy conserva-

tion and emission reduction target responsibilities and relevant

management post functional responsibilities, break down level by

level the targets and tasks, establish a energy conservation and

emission reduction target responsibility system from the enterprise

management to the first line employees, and formed initially a

working mechanism where � responsibilities are put into effect

layer by layer, and pressure passed on layer by layer�, and the

basic management operations of energy conservation and emis-

sion reduction achieved practical effect.

� All enterprises had further consolidated the basis of energy

conservation and emission reduction data statistics and

measurement, strengthened pollutant discharge monitoring, mas-

tered main pollutant discharge at any time, paid close attention to

changes of various kinds of data, and ensured the authenticity,

integrity and reliability of the monitoring and statistical data.

� Advanced the pass on energy conservation and emission

reduction. Strengthen inspection on environmental impact evalua-

tion and the �three simultaneities� system execution for environ-

mental protection of the new, reconstructed and expanded projects

of enterprises and degree of acceptance, consolidate comprehen-

sive and full-course enterprise key pollution source management,

and ensure standard pollutant discharge.
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Advance Practice of Energy Conservation and Emission Reduction
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Promote energy conservation and emission reduction by virtue of

technological progress. Sinosteel has brought into full play the

important role of technological innovation on energy conservation

and emission reduction, tapped the in-depth enterprise potentials

for energy conservation and emission reduction, expanded the

scope of energy conservation technical reform, accelerated elimi-

nation of high energy consumption, high pollution, and low output

technology and equipment, optimized production technological

flow, organized enterprises for autonomous research and

development, innovated energy conservation and environmental

protection new technologies and new equipment, and promoted

industrial waste water �zero discharge� technology, and acceler-

ated transformation and implementation of industrialization of the

existing technological achievements.
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Carry on active energy conservation and environmental protection

technology, and experience exchange activities. In 2009, Sinosteel

actively pushed forward the Sino-Norway cooperation in energy

conservation and emission reduction and energy efficiency im-

provement management projects, had discussions many times

with relevant professionals from the Norway side, and Norwegian

technical personnel had also come to Sinosteel Jilin Ferroalloy for

visit and exchange, which laid a favorable basis for mutual

cooperation.

Carry out the implementation actively the national policy support on

energy conservation and emission reduction, and improve policy

utilization efficiency. In 2009, Sinosteel organized declaration of

energy conservation and emission reduction fund projects. For the

present time, 11 projects of the company had gained fund support

for energy conservation and emission reduction from the Ministry of

Finance, and the accumulative investment amount reached RMB 2.

6 billion. After project implementation, it will promote considerably

the energy conservation and environmental protection operations

of Sinosteel, and make new contributions for its sustainable

development.
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Effect of Energy Conservation and Emission Reduction
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Statistics show that, from 2007-2009; production enterprises of

Sinosteel Corporation invested about RMB 100 million for 43 energy

conservation and emission reduction technical reform projects, and

main construction projects and effects are as follows:

(1) Sinosteel Jilin Ferroalloy Co., Ltd. invested RMB 7.38 million to

complete Phase I of the special type ferroalloy base upgrading

reconstruction project. By adopting the ferroalloy secondary low-

voltage compensation technology, the daily output of ferro silicon

manganese had increased from 115 tons to 130 tons, and power

factor from 0.75 to 0.92; adoption of heat pipe exchanger had

reduced smoke temperature and reclaimed residual heat of smoke.

(2) Sinosteel Guangxi Ferroalloy Co., Ltd., invested RMB 46 million

to complete the preparation and construction operations of 8 energy

conservation and emission reduction projects, of which, 5 had al-

ready been put into production: 4 months after the ferroalloy smoke

residual heat power generation project was put into operation, it

reclaimed production steam-gas 24,120 tons, filled in the technology

blank of using the heat of low-quality ferroalloy exhaust gas for power

generation; the Phase I of refining ferro-manganese project, the

�three-furnace linkage� technology and supporting facilities have

basically been improved, electricity consumption of product smelting

per ton had reduced by more than 500 kwh than the cold charge

practice; the Phase I of cold briquetted production line had not only

realized cyclic use of resources, but also solved the problem of

secondary pollution of dumping of the blast furnace dust; the new

coke crusher production line technical reform project had not only

reduced product energy consumption, but also improved the operat-

ing environment; the low-voltage reactive power compensation of the

No. 403 and No. 404 furnaces had increased the steel-smelting

furnace power factor from an average of 0.78 to 0.90.
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(3) Sinosteel Qinghai Ferroalloy Co., Ltd. invested RMB 910,000 to

complete 2 energy conservation and emission reduction projects for

smoke dust treatment and noise treatment of dedusting equipment,

and reduced dust 136 tons each year.

(4) Sinosteel Xingtai Machinery & Mill Roll Co., Ltd., invested RMB

10.69 million to complete 12 energy conservation and emission

reduction projects, mainly: boiler and dry kiln coal-gas conversion

engineering had basically ended the coal burning history of the

company, with annual fuel coal reduction by more than 3000 tons,

SO2 72 tons and smoke dust 36 tons; the electric slag furnace and

cut smoke dedusting projects of the cast steel subsidiary plant

could reduce smoke dust discharge by 50 tons annually; with

replacement of all lighting lamps to energy-saving lamp (ESL) of the

production work unit, the project could save electricity 1.54 million

kwh throughout the year.

(5) Sinosteel Hengyang Machinery Co., Ltd. invested RMB 10.43

million to implement 4 energy conservation and emission reduction

projects, namely, annealing furnace coal-oil conversion project,

transformer and distribution station energy conservation

reconstruction, old machine tool power system improvement, and

purchasing of smoke dust continuous monitoring equipment. After

the annealing oil furnace had been put into operation, it reduced

raw coal consumption by 2285 tons a year.

(6) Sinosteel Yantai Steel Grating Co., Ltd. invested RMB 240,000

to conduct 3 energy conservation and emission reduction projects,

namely, press welder pressure compensation equipment

reconstruction, rectifier reconstruction, and capacitance compen-

sation device reconstruction.

(7) Sinosteel Jilin Carbon Co., Ltd., invested RMB 19.22 million to

implement 9 energy conservation and emission reduction projects,

and transformer renovation reconstruction, newly built steam boiler

and preheating furnace reconstruction had saved energy totaling

4277 tce, the comprehensive sewage treatment engineering saved

30,000 tons of water annually, and the dedusting system recon-

struction reduced dust discharge 50 tons.

(8) Sinosteel Refractory Co., Ltd. invested RMB 660,000 to imple-

ment 4 energy conservation and emission reduction projects, of

which, application of intelligent energy saver (IES) saved 200,000

kwh annually, and green lighting reconstruction saved 300,000 kwh

annually.

2007-2009�� !"#$%&'() 1�� ! 43 ��
�� !"#$%&

from 2007-2009; production enterprises of Sinosteel Corporation
invested about RMB 100 million for 43 energy conservation and
emission reduction technical reform projects

1��
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per RMB 10,000 production value
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SO2 emission
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Comprehensive carbon energy

consumption
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Water Resources Conservation
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Sinosteel is deeply aware of the current global water resource

shortage conditions, and it firmly believes that water resource protec-

tion should penetrate each and every aspect of mining production.

Adhere to correct and objective investigation and evaluation of water

resources, make reasonable planning and management of water

resources, and actively prevent and control water source pollution.
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�  Try to reduce the impact on surface and ground water during the

exploitation process;

�  Control and prevent onsite effluent flowing into natural drainage system

and vegetation areas;

�  Retain the quality and amount of surface and ground water so as to protect

the local ecology;

�  Prevent and control water contamination.

�� !"#$

Objectives of water resources protection
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Major measures in water resources pro-
tection

�  Make and implement management plans for each water

source in use;

�  Try to use existing highways and roads so as to reduce the

impact on natural drainage;

�  Try to avoid damaging the existing drainage networks in each

area that requires new exploitation;

�  Control drainage of mining areas during heavy rain periods;

�  Take drainage problems into consideration during the pro-

cess of waste rock management and equipment installation;

�  Properly handle hazardous wastes to prevent them from

contaminating surface and ground water in operation areas;

�  Clean vehicles and machines only in specified places;

�  Store work effluent and clean water separately;

�  Separate oily matter with oil-water separator so as to enable

water recycling;

�  Organize site activities periodically so as to reduce contami-

nation due to water use;

�  Establish waste water and filtrating water ponds away from

water sources;

�  Ensure all the water has evaporated before waste water pits

are backfilled and rehabilitated.
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Case�Sinosteel Xingtai Machinery & Mill Roll Co., Ltd. carried on steady �water saving week� activity

In close connection with enterprise practice, and with �tightening

water resource management and safeguarding sustainable

development� as theme, Sinosteel Xingtai Machinery & Mill Roll

Co., Ltd. conducted steadily series of activities, which further

enhanced the water saving consciousness of all employees and

enterprise water resource management and control ability.

As the roller product R & D and manufacturing enterprise with the

largest scale of output, and highest market share and the most

powerful financial strength in the world, while aiming at the target

of �the world strongest roller industrial enterprise�, Sinosteel

Xingtai Machinery & Mill Roll Co., Ltd. has always taken resource

saving as one of the most important operations of enterprise

scientific and sustainable development. With respect to water

resources, through investment, the company conducted water

saving technological renovation, implemented a great number of

water saving measures, and vigorously prompted continuous im-

provement of the enterprise water resource management. The

company established and improved three major systems, namely,

water resource management, index, and assessment, and in the

water use spot, the responsible area and responsible person are

clearly marked with plate, which are incorporated into unit cost

examination and economic responsibility system assessment. While

strengthening supervision and inspection and eliminating water

leakage, emitting, dripping, and seeping, special departments of

the company continually reinforced water saving propaganda,

made use of multiple forms to extensively promote and guide

employees to learn water saving knowledge, strengthen water

saving environmental consciousness, responsibility conscious-

ness and cost consciousness, while prompting the continuous

ascending of enterprise productivity, gradually reduce water con-

sumption year by year. Statistics show that, enterprise water use

repeatability had reached more than 95%, and cold water circulat-

ing rate reached as high as 97.6%.

During the present 18th �World Water Day� and the 23rd �China

Water Week�, Sinosteel Xingtai Machinery & Mill Roll Co., Ltd.,

further improved the water saving management system, while

consolidating enterprise water saving ability, it also made full use

such media as newspaper, TV, and network for publicity, con-

ducted extensive water saving promotion, organized �water sav-

ing knowledge Q & A� activity, conducted roadshow of water

saving publicity exhibition board, further strengthened water sav-

ing consciousness of all employees on �carrying out scientific

outlook for development, abiding by water law and regulations, and

protecting water resources�, built a sound atmosphere of �care

water resources, save water resources, and cherish water

resources�, and laid a solid foundation for improvement of the

standard of enterprise water resource comprehensive utilization.�� !"#$%&'()

(Figure) Enterprise promotion for water saving in community
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In the first quarter of 2009, Sinosteel Midwest implemented a comprehensive programmed to

survey and protects the habitat of the shield-backed spider. The company marked out the

distribution area of these spiders with brightly colored flags so as to remind personnel of the need

to take care. A buffer zone of 25 meters is in place around shield-back spider habitats, and extensive

surveys to document the population and distribution of these creatures is ongoing.
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Case�Protection of shield-backed spider habitat in Western Australia
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Mining Area Ecological Protection
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Sinosteel Corporation adhered to the principle of �protection amidst

development, and development amidst protection� for mining area

ecological protection, conducted ecological planning before mining

area construction, implemented practical and feasible eco-protec-

tion measures during construction and production, carried out all-

around land reclamation and ecological restoration after expiration of

service, implemented comprehensive treatment on mining area

ecological problems, realized coordinated development of mining

area construction and ecological protection, and always committed

to protecting bio-diversity of the mining area.

�� !"#$%�� !"#$�� !"#$%&
�Protect amidst Development, and Develop amidst Protection� - Principle of Ecological Protection of the Mining Area
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Case�Sinosteel paid full attention to land reclamation of the drilling area of Sinosteel Australia Pty Ltd.

Sinosteel’s businesses and management in Australia are highly

aware of the value of land resources and place high emphasis

on the rehabilitation of explored and exploited land. Our subsid-

iaries adhere to the scientific rehabilitation methodologies, ex-

plore advance rehabilitation technologies, actively overcome

rehabilitation difficulties, and strive to achieve the rehabilitation

objective of "minimal trace green mining".
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�   Ensure the long-term safe and healthy develop-
ment of land rehabilitation and its adaptation to
the surrounding terrain and environment;

�  Fully achieve the results committed to the stake-
holders and regulatory organization at the end
of the project.

�� !

Objective of rehabilitation

�� !"#

Management measures for rehabilitation
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�   Conduct regional inspection to ensure continu-
ous and orderly rehabilitation;

�   Inspect restoration at sites where of temporary
facilities have been removed;

�   Monitor the rehabilitation areas and always well
prepared to take further remedial measures.

�� !

Rehabilitation supervision

�  Temporary facilities will be removed or properly
disposed of in other ways;

�  The soil polluted by HC will be removed or be
subject to bioremediation;

�  The original drainage network will be restored;

�  The compacted road will be loosened to allow
water permeability and seeding;

�  The topsoil will be replaced and suitable vegeta-
tion will be planted;

�  Warning signs will be placed in the rehabilitation
areas in case of re-development;

�  Effective remedial measures will be taken in
areas where initial vegetation restoration has
failed.
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Case�Ecological Protection and Reconstruction of the Mining Area -Rare White Goose Fly over the Tailing
Pond of Sinosteel Chifeng Jinxin Mining Co., Ltd.

All production enterprises engaging in mining of Sinosteel Cor-
poration pay special attention to ecological restoration and
reconstruction of the waste dumping mining area. Sinosteel
Chifeng Jinxin Mining Co., Ltd. adhered to the guidelines of
�paying equal attention to mining resource development and
eco-environmental protection, and equal stress on eco-environ-
mental protection and eco-environmental construction�, mini-
mum the pollution and destruction of mining activities to ecologi-
cal environment, and achieved relatively favorable results. The
Figure below is a scene dated March 24th 2009, showing rare
white goods flying over the tailing pond of Sinosteel Chifeng
Jinxin Mining Co., Ltd. This are important measures to check the
trend of eco-environmental deterioration of the mining area,
restore land functions, prevent calamities, and realize coordi-
nated development of mining resource development and
environment.
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Development of Sinosteel Corporation depends on supports and

cooperation of all aspects of the society. Only harmony can build a

favorable space for development, only harmony can create more

wealth and value, and also only harmony can realize a pattern of

win-win situation of multi parties.

Sinosteel Corporation strives hard to establish harmonious em-

ployee relations, and provides employees with extensive space for

development; make efforts to build harmonious community relations,

actively devote to public welfare undertakings, and create excel-

lent external environment for sustainable enterprise development;

strive hard to adhere to the enterprise character for harmonious

development, and build a harmonious supply chain along with all

stakeholders.
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Harmonious Employee Relations
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Employee is the most valuable treasure of Sinosteel Corporation. Sinosteel Corporation adheres to

human orientation, makes great efforts to build harmonious employee relations, brings along

employee development through development of the Corporation, and realizes common progress of

both employees and the enterprise.

�� !
Brief Introduction-our employees
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As of the end of 2009, Sinosteel Corporation had a total of 42431

employees; the employee teams are young and energetic, and

80% are below 45 years of age; and 24.75% are female employees.

All employees of the Corporation have signed labor contract ac-

cording to law, and employees� social insurance coverage has

reached 100%.

2009�� !"#$%&�� !"#$%
Gender Proportion of Employees of the Corporation 2009 (excluding
overseas units)

25%

75%

�� ! Female Employees

�� ! Male Employees

2009�� !"#$�%&'�� !"#$%
Age Structure of Employees of the Corporation 2009 (excluding
overseas units)

2%

22%

30�� Below 30 years of age

31-35

36-40

41-45

46-50

51-55

56�� Above 56 years of age

6%
12%

21%13%

24%

2009�� !"#$%&�� !"#$%
Education Qualification Structure of Incumbent Employees 2009
(excluding overseas units) 64%

�� 38� Ph. D

�� MA

�� Bachelor

�� Junior College

�� Other

16%

17%

3%
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Sinosteel Corporation insists on respecting and safeguarding the various kinds of lawful rights and interests of employees.

Strictly abides by the relevant labor laws, statutes, and policy regulations of various countries, pursues equality and non-

discrimination policies on employment; performs the collective negotiation agreement signed with the trade union; strictly

executes the national workhour system and holiday system, encourage paid-leave holidays; ensures the right to information

of employees on hidden troubles of safety and health during work, and has formulated a series of policies and flows to ensure

occupational safety and health.

Sinosteel Corporation set up trade union organizations at all levels. At present, all employees of the Corporation in Beijing

have joined the trade union. We have established employees� representative system, and safeguarded the democratic

rights of employees. In the process of formulating relevant policies involving practical interests of employees, trade union

shall convene a symposium participated by employees representatives, grassroots trade union person-in-charge, and

department heads, and listen to the broad opinions of employees.
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Paid Leave
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Sinosteel Corporation cares for employees� physical and mental

health, and provides employees with paid leave holidays. The

human resource department of the Corporation established the

corresponding paid leave holiday system. Based on requirements

of local laws and its practical conditions, overseas units have also

formulated paid leave holiday system.
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Equal Employment System
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Sinosteel ensure that employees are entitled to equal employment,

career selection and labor remuneration. We pursue equal and

non-discrimination labor employment policies, and adhere to the

principle of �fairness, equality, competition and selection of the

best� during recruitment and employment, and shall not generate

discrimination acts because of race, age, sex, marital status,

pregnancy, family responsibilities, skin, sex orientation, disability,

morality, faith, religion, nationality, ethnicity or social status, politi-

cal views, cultural background, language or birth etc. of the

employee.

�� !
Health File
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Sinosteel Corporation arranges regular physical check-up of

employees, so as to better track the health conditions of employees.

At present, the coverage of physical check-up of headquarters of

the Corporation had already reached 100%, and established health

files for all employees of the headquarters. Overseas establish-

ments also gradually set up their respective health file systems.
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Employee Psychological Health Support
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Sinosteel Midwest Corporation Limited (Australia) provides

company employees and their dependents with psychological

counselling services and solves employees� practical psy-

chological problems in work and living by scientific means.

Psychological counselling services pay attention to the safety

of service and confidentiality of individual information and

follow up effectively circumstances of the employees and their

dependents, so as to ensure effects and lasting functions of

the psychological counselling.

Psychological counselling services mainly include psycho-

logical disorder resulting from such problems as separation of

family, physical and psychological damages, disease

rehabilitation, drugs, and excessive drinking etc., and at the

same time, they also include preventive psychological health

care measures adopted as suggested to effectively promote

physical and psychological health. Free counselling services

have rendered effective support to employees, enabling them

to face life and work with a positive, confident and effective

attitude.

������ !"#$%&'()*+,-./012

Case�Sinosteel Midwest Mining Pty Ltd. pro-
vides consulting service for staff psychological
health
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Sinosteel believes that mental health is an important indicator of

our employees� health protection. We pay full attention to assis-

tance work for staff�s mental health, and ease the pressure of

their work. We try our best to create healthy and harmonious work

environment.
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Pay Attention to Employee Training
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Case�Sinosteel Australia Pty Ltd Attaches Great Importance to Staff Training

Sinosteel have established an employee training, selection, and use

mechanism where �no talent is to be wasted and every individual

gives full play to his talent� to strengthen employees� professional

skill and special quality training, expand employee�s career growth

channels, actively build an open and mutual trust enterprise culture,

and promote healthy development of employees.

Sinosteel attaches high importance to employee training, insists on

establishing annual training plan, strengthens input on training of

employees, scientifically arranges training contents of employees,

stresses on the instructing role of training to solution of practical

working problems of employees, enhances the pertinence and effec-

tiveness of employee training, and brings the training efficiency and

effect of employees to its maximum extent.

Sinosteel Australia Pty Ltd sets up an annual training plan every
year. Before training, it reviews staff assessment and performs
internal communications so as to know the needs of staff, then
designs the training program accordingly, and faithfully imple-
ments the training. After training, it investigates and follows up
feedback from staff. A general feedback from employees is that
they are relatively satisfied with contents of the training, which
can be of relatively bigger help for carrying out operations.

Types of training:

External training: international trade, trade documents, financial
accounting, Human relations and risk management

Internal training: training on general job skills

Average staff training time in Sinosteel Australia Pty Ltd. is 24
hours per year.

Sinosteel lays stress on strengthening on systematic training on
management personnel at all levels, enhance their overall quality,
enable the management team to be able to deal with challenges,
overcome difficulties, and ensure sustainable, healthy and stable
development of the Corporation.

���� !"#$%&'()*+,

Figure: Training Schedule of Employees of Sinosteel Australia Pty Ltd.
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Case�Sinosteel Corporation Held Senior Management Cadre Training Class

Based on interview of survey to the leadership and in view of the
relatively prominent items of training requirements, the Corpora-
tion held a three-day senior management cadre training class in
May 2009. A total of 44 comrades from the Sinosteel Corporation,
leadership of the joint-stock companies, and leaders from the
various functional departments, offices and enterprise leader-
ship in Beijing participated in the training. For the present training,
experts from relevant fields from the SASAC Development and
Research Center and Renmin University of China etc. were
invited to give lectures. Contents of the training mainly involve
corporate governance structure, financial knowledge and expla-
nation of annals, crisis management and media response skills
etc. In addition, organizers also arranged lectures on �Wisdom
of Traditional Chinese Learning and Enterprise Operation�, and
training projects for senior management team expansion.

�� !

Training Site

�� !
Career Growth
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Sinosteel attaches high importance to helping employees formulate
career growth development objectives, establish career develop-
ment consulting system, put forward suggestions on path of career
development of employees, conduct regular review towards perfor-
mance of employees, and based on results of the review, improve
employee career development planning, and ensure simultaneous
individual development of employees with progress of the company.

All global branch units of Sinosteel Corporation adhere to the
strategy of talent first, and attach high importance to establishing
and improving employee training and learning system.
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Case�Career development of Aboriginal employee, Mr. Carl Hamlett

Carl Hamlett jointed the Weld Range project of the company in
July 2006, served as supervisor, and his main responsibility was
to ensure that all mining operations of the ground construction
conform to provisions of the �Agreement on Protection of Cul-
tural Heritage for Prospecting� signed with the aborigines of
Wajarri. In early 2008, Carl was promoted site technical person-
nel for construction. In early 2009 and July of the same year, the
company successively promoted Carl post of the main site
manager for construction. At the same time, in the cross-cultural
exchange and training of the Weld Range project, Carl intro-
duced the cultural customs of the aborigines to the employees.
Carl career development in the company reflected the attention,
training and selection of Sinosteel to the aboriginal employees,
improved the working skills of aboriginal employees in practical
operation, and guided the aboriginal employees to play a more
important role in the company.

As yet, in the mining area, about 23% of the informal employees
of Sinosteel Midwest Corporation Limited are aborigines.
Moreover, the company also subsidizes the aboriginal training
projects of West Australia, realized harmony and achieved a win-
win situation between the company and families and communi-
ties of the aborigines.
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Global enterprises of Sinosteel Corporation hereby solemnly under-

take that they pay attention to health management, carry forward the

concept of �human orientation, and health foremost�, adhere to the

working guidelines of �prevention first, continuous improvement�,

are committed to creating healthy working environment and condi-

tions for employees, strengthen employee career health supervision,

and pursue the objective of zero occurrence of occupational disease.

We continually improve the career safety and health management

system, formulate and put into effect various safety and health

systems and measures, and standardize labor security protection

article management; arrange employees to conduct full physical

check-up each year, and establish career health files; organize

various kinds of sports and cultural activities, build pleasant working

environment, and pay attention to the psychological health of

employees.

Sinosteel Australia Pty Ltd. established safety and health manage-

ment system under the responsibility of its supreme leadership, full

responsible for safety production and employee occupational health

of the company and the safety production committee shall be re-

sponsible for uniformed coordination.
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Occupational safety and health management regime
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The various operation companies of Sinosteel strictly abide by the
relevant local government and industrial policies and regulations on
occupational health, and in connection with enterprise internal
practical conditions, have formulated occupational health manage-
ment systems, prevention measures and safety operating
procedures, and established and improved the corresponding orga-
nization and leadership structure.

In order to strengthen risk control on occupational health and safety,
Sinosteel has established risk assessment mechanisms covering
occupational health and safety and periodically conducts risk as-
sessment on the health of employees.
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Case�Safety and Health Management Measures

In accordance with to requirements of applicable regimes,
Sinosteel companies in Australia actively explore and implement
a range of relevant safety and health management measures so
as to provide safety and health assurance to employees.

1. On-Site Visit Training

Sinosteel companies in Australia demand that personnel for site
visits must undergo training, that is, all personnel for visit at the
production site of the mining area must undergo training on site
safety rules and regulations and use of individual protection
equipment before the visit. In view of the radioactive characteris-
tics of uranium mining, in order to protect physical safety of
employees, Sinosteel PNN JV Company demands that person-
nel working or sampling in the drilling site must meet the relevant
dressing requirements, wear safety eye protection glasses and
special radial measurement instruments etc. Based on regula-
tions of the radioactive protection and nuclear security unit of
Australia, the company conducts dosage testing towards the
special radial measurement instruments every three months.

It is a 5-hour drive from Adelaide, where Sinosteel PNN Joint
Venture is located, to the Crocker Well uranium project. In order
to protect the safety of driving personnel, the company requires
that a �Long Trip Record� be filled out beforehand, setting out
the journey route and estimated time of arrival. The office and the
project site staff must be informed. In this way the company can
find out promptly and narrow the searching scope if a traveler is
overdue. Similar procedures are in place in all other Sinosteel
exploration and mining project sites in Australia.
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Figure of the most basic attire requirement at site
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2. Preventive Measures on Occupational Health

Sinosteel companies devote close attention to prevention and
remedy of occupational issues. The subsidiaries regard this as
the top priority in occupational health management. The compa-
nies actively improve working conditions, deliver lectures on
occupational health, promote occupational health awareness
among staff, regularly carry out health screening of employees,
and promptly deal with any problems discovered. As an example
of its concern for employees’ health, Sinosteel Midwest arranged
for all staff to be given influenza vaccine prior to the winter of
2009.
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3. Safety and Health Training

Sinosteel has taken safety training as an important content of
safety management and safety cultural construction. Therefore,
the company strengthens its input; adopt multiple means and
way to enhance the safety consciousness and standard of safety
operation of employees.

The safety training of Sinosteel Midwest (Australia) Company is
mainly focused on two aspects: one is accident root cause
investigation training. Through training, employees are endowed
with the ability to investigate root cause of the accident and
discover potential accidents. The company therefore strengths
its depth of training to further improve employee�s ability to deal
with accident; and the other is emergency rescue training. Through
training, the company aims to enhance safety and health con-
sciousness of employees, popularize safety and health
knowledge, and understand the measures to deal with emer-
gency accident.
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Starting 2004, the global branch units of Sinosteel Corporate began
to accelerate implementation of its talent localization strategy, ac-
tively trained a batch of excellent management personnel from local
employees. After several years of hard efforts, all management of
the global branch units of Sinosteel Corporation has basically
realized localization.

Enterprises of Sinosteel Corporation in Africa actively integrated
itself into the local cultural, trained localized management talents,
formulated and implemented a series of systems in view of local
employee recruitment and employment. Of the three production
enterprises in Africa, except a few externally dispatched Chinese
management personnel, majority of the employees are from the
local area. In 2009, the number of local employees in the subsidiary
companies in the African region accounted for more than 99% of the
total number of employees. By recruiting a great number of local
employees, providing healthy and safe working conditions and
broad space for career development, Sinosteel Corporation en-
abled local community and residents to have practically shared the
plentiful and substantial achievements of enterprise development.
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Sinosteel South
Africa Pty. Ltd.
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Figure of the most basic attire requirement at site
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Sinosteel Gabon
Co., Ltd.
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Sinosteel Corporation continually advances its enterprise culture
construction, paying attention to strengthening physical and mental
health of employees, and enhancing coherence through organizing
various kinds of positive sports and cultural activities, training their
spirit of solidarity, enriching the life and promoting overall improve-
ment of quality of the quality of employees.

�� !"#$�� !"�� !

Case�The 5th �Sinosteel Cup� Mountaineering Competition of
Sinosteel Corporation
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Case�Sinosteel Jilin Ferroalloy Co., Ltd. holds its 2009 employee
volleyball competition
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Case�Sinosteel Tianjin Geological Academy Co., Ltd. held its 5th autumn employee
funny sports games
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Employee Basketball Competition of Sinosteel
Corporation in Beijing
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Case�Sinosteel Corporation holds its �paying
tribute to the prosperous motherland with songs�
activity

�� ! 1
Activity Site 1

�� ! 2
Activity Site 2
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To celebrate the 60th founding anniversary of the New China,

the Youth League Committee of Sinosteel Corporation held

�paying tribute to the prosperous motherland-everybody singing

patriotic songs� singing activity. Nearly 300 employees from 14

representative delegations from the Corporation, leadership of

the joint-stock company, functional departments and offices, as

well as specialized companies, participated in the activity, sing-

ing all their might, carried forward the spirit of patriotism of all

employees of Sinosteel, further consolidated the power of

Sinosteel people in spurring themselves on amidst struggle and

enterprising, displaying the spiritual style of the love for their

country, high-spirit, vigor and vitality of all cadres and employees

of Sinosteel.
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Case�The Center of Service for Retirees shows its care for CHEN Nande, an elderly in an �empty-nest�
family, during his birthday celebration
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During the night of CHEN Nande�s 80th birthday, a returned

overseas Chinese, an old cadre retiree, and an elderly in an

�empty-nest� family, leaders of the Center of Service for Retirees,

leaders of its Asian Games Village branch, and old comrades

representative, came to the Asian Games Village to have a meal

together to congratulate his 80th birthday, and presented birth-

day peaches and cream cake, symbolizing longevity. During the

meal, guests brought also blessings and regards from the

Corporation, and everyone frequently toasted for his long life and

good health. CHEN Nande was deeply moved by the care of the

Corporation, saying: �when a person gets old, eating well and

dressing well isn�t that important, for what the old people needs

most are family love and care, and I�m extremely moved by

your gesture! We are not family members but certainly more than

family members! �

Sinosteel Corporation had established employee �helping, sup-
porting and solving difficulties� long-term mechanism. Trade union
organizations at all levels shall conduct dynamic management
towards enterprise employees in difficulties, build for them �files of
employees in difficulties�, raise fund through multiple channels to
establish �helping, supporting, and aiding the difficulties� fund, and
help employees in difficulties to pull out of their difficulties.

Leadership of the company and trade union representatives also
pay irregular visits to some of the employees in difficulties, under-
stand their life conditions, help them solve practical life problems,
and encourage them to be steadfast in confidence to overcome the
present difficulties with help of the enterprise and the society.
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In global operation, Sinosteel Corporation pays attention to estab-
lishing harmonious relations with the local community, and builds a
favorable external environment for sustainable enterprise
development; pay attention to community needs, understand com-
munity difficulties, and committed to promoting community
development; care for public welfare undertaking, carry on charity
donations, and build a responsible corporate image.
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Case�Community sponsor program and community fund

Sinosteel Midwest has established special �community spon-
sorship programs� to receive applications to assist with worthy
local community projects in the mid-west of Western Australia.
These sponsorship programs mainly focus on community,
education, environmental and aboriginal interests. Sponsorship
is provided by cooperation, direct donations and the offer of
materials and services. The communities that have already
benefited include those nearest our mines and exploration
projects, including the Shires of Morawa, Perenjorie and
Meekatharra.

In addition, Sinosteel Midwest has also established special
�community development funds�, the biggest being the Morawa
Community Development Fund, which provides resources for
the improvement and development of equipment, sports,
infrastructure, agriculture, education and medical services for
the local community. Through community sponsorship programs
and community development funds, the company plays a posi-
tive role in the local economy, environment, sport and culture

Morawa Community Development Fund is the longest estab-
lished community subsidy plan of Sinosteel Midwest Corporation
Limited. In the beginning, the Company donates more than 100,
000 Australian dollars each year to the fund joint management
unit so as to sponsor local communities in need of help. However,
the amount of donation to the fund by the company has gradually
increased year by year. At present, the fund has sponsored more
than 21 local teams, and projects sponsored include: purchasing
buses required by the community, subsidizing projects of the
community sports association, supporting local tourism facilities,
donation for local schools and education plan etc. Through the
Morawa Community Development Fund, the Company has do-
nated a total of more than 1.2 million Australian dollars to Morawa
community.

The successful experience with the Morawa Community Devel-
opment Fund is guiding the company in setting up similar funds
in other communities in the large Mid-West Region of WA.

Sinosteel has always taken development of main operating
business and assumption of CSR as its own task, making efforts
to service the society and repay the society. Sinosteel actively
subsidizes and supports community development related edu-
cation projects to improve the education standard of the commu-
nity residents and make is own contributions for community
development.

��� !"#$%&Geraldton
Rovers.
Figure Sinosteel Midwest
(Australia) Mining sponsors
Geraldton Rovers.
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In August 2009, Sinosteel Midwest (Australia) Mining donated 2500 Australian dollars for
the Breast Cancer Foundation. This is the letter of acknowledgment from the Foundation.
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In 2009, Sinosteel initiated its �Plan for school children drop-
outs of the aborigines of the Taiwan region�. Donated a total of
RMB 6.5 million to the Taiwan region, of which, RMB 1.5 million
was put into effect by China Youth Development Fund (CYDF),
mainly with children of aborigines of the Taiwan region as
target. Through subsidizing schools of the aboriginal regions,
improve their featured education on ethnic cultural development,
strengthen the sense of ethnic pride of these school children,
create sound teaching environment, ensure that these school
children receive favorable education, train multiple skills, con-
solidate students� confidence, and make ready preparation for
participation of social competition in the future. The project
shall select ethnic minorities as target of donation, which
transmits the important message that all people should pay
attention to ethnic minorities and strengthen social harmony,
and the activity had gained positive response.

����� !"#$%&'()*'+,-

Case�Plan of Sinosteel Corporation to help drop-
out school children of the aborigines of the Taiwan
region
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the plan of Sinosteel Corporation to help drop-out school children
of the aborigines of the Taiwan region won the 2009 most
influential charity award - �Chinese Charity Award�
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Sinosteel has always been caring for the society, and whenever
there are major natural calamities, it always take the initiative to
extend a helping hand, stand on the front line of donation and
solicitation, launch relief and rescue activities, making its own contri-
bution to the society.In 2009, the amount of our charitable giving was
around RMB 40 million yuan.
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In February 2009, over 200 people died and over 500 were
injured in the Victorian bush fire disaster. There were also huge
property losses. Sinosteel Australia immediately launched a
collection of donations for victims In addition, as president of
units of Western Australia Branch, China Chamber of Com-
merce in Australia, Company executives also called on mem-
ber units to collect donations. By March 5th, 2009, the Western
Australia Branch, China Chamber of Commerce in Australia
had received a total amount of Aust$ 110,000 in donations,
which were passed on to the Red Cross.

Sinosteel deems that: "As a member of Australian society, we
certainly should take out our hands and help the victims in the

disaster area. Assuming social
responsibility in such ways is
the duty of Chinese enterprises
in Australia. "

����� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0/12

Case�Sinosteel Australia enthusiastically donated
to help fire disaster areas.
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Company donation was published in
the West Australia newspaper
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  2010�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01�� !"#$%&'()*$+,-./

In 2010, Sinosteel Corporation will unswervingly perform its corporate social responsibility (CSR), and continually improve the standard of

management of corporate social responsibility.

1��� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0�� !"#$%&'()*+,-�� !"#$%&'()!"*+,

�� !"#$%

Further deepen its understanding of the importance of corporate social responsibility (CSR) operation, establish a more perfect CSR

management system, and genuinely integrates CSR into the mid and long-term enterprise strategic development.

2��� !"#$%&'()*+,-�� !"#$%&'()*+,-

Further improve the social responsibility performance index system, and promote scientific CSR development of Sinosteel Corporation.

3��� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0123425�� !"#$%&'�� !"#$%&'()*+, -

�� !"

Continually explore how to increase the depth and width of enterprise disclosure of CSR operation. Based on business development, choose

an opportunity to issue sustainable development country report of other regions or countries.

4��� !"#$%&'()*+,-.�� !"#$%&

Further strengthen communication with stakeholders and continually innovate the mode of communication.
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Appendix I: Rating report on Sinosteel

                   Corporation Sustainability Report 2009

Upon the request of Sinosteel Corporation, CSR Research Center
of Economics Division of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
selected experts from Chinese Expert Committee on CSR Report
Rating to form Sinosteel Sustainability Report 2009 Rating Team.
The rating team rated Sinosteel Sustainability Report 2009 (�report�)
based on the relevant criteria specified in Guidelines on Corporate
Social Responsibility Reporting for Chinese Enterprises (CASS-
CSR 1.0).

1. Basis of rating

Guidelines on Corporate Social Responsibility Reporting for Chi-
nese Enterprises (CASS-CSR 1.0) published jointly by the afore-
said Center, China WTO Tribune and China Committee of Corpo-
rate Citizenship.

2. Conclusions

Completeness����� 

The Report discloses information on social responsibility practices
and performance of Sinosteel in terms of responsibility management,
economic, social and environmental responsibilities and covers all
stakeholders, but lacks sufficient disclosure on social responsibility
performance indicators.

Materiality����� 

This report discloses material information about key social respon-
sibility topics like occupational safety, technological innovation,
energy saving and emission reduction and environmental protec-
tion at mining areas, but it needs to disclose more information about
other important topics like customer engagement and occupational
safety and health.

Balance���� !

This report discloses information on work-related causalities but
lacks sufficient disclosure on the areas for improvement in social
responsibility practices.

Comparability����� 

This Report discloses data on some key performance indicators
over the past three years and therefore bears considerable vertical
comparability.

Readability����� !

This report discloses the economic, environmental and social

performance of the organization in an easily understandable lan-
guage with a large number of examples. The reasonable layout
design makes this report quite readable.

Creativity����� 

Encompassing the three chains unique to Sinosteel, i.e., value
chain, green service chain and chain of mutual benefit, this report
creatively showcases the highlights of the organization in social
responsibility practices in 2009.

Overall rating����� 

Through evaluation and deliberations, the rating team agreed to
rate Sinosteel Sustainability Report 2009 as excellent by giving a
four-star rating to it.

3. Suggested improvements

(1). Disclose more information on responsibility management and
social responsibility performance indicators for greater
completeness.

(2). Make this report more material by disclosing more information
on key social responsibility topics and how the organization re-
sponded to the climate change.

(3). Make this report more balanced and comparable by indicating
the areas for improvement in social responsibility practices and
how the organization performed in comparison with other compa-
nies with respect to key performance indicators.

4. Rating team

Team leader: Peng Huagang, vice president of executive council of
the Center and director general of Research Bureau of State
Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State
Council;

Team members:

Yang Jinzhong, senior manager with Shanghai Stock Exchange

Yang Dongning, professor with Guanghua Management School of
Beijing University;

Zhong Hongwu, director of CSR Research Center, Economics
Division, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences

Lai Jiangyang, deputy director of CSR Research Center, Econom-
ics Division, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences

Chen Jiagui

Chairman of rating expert panel

Standing committee member of NPC

Acting chairman of Presidium of Divisions, Chinese Academy of

Social Sciences

Peng Huagang

Head of the rating team

Vice president of executive council of the Center

Director general of Research Bureau of SASAC
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I�ve read carefully the �Sinosteel Corporation Sustainability

Report 2009� (�The Report� hereinafter), and now make the

following comments:

This is the third sustainability report issued by Sinosteel Corporation.

In 2009, in view of the serious impact of the international financial

crisis and complex and severe market situation, with scientific

outlook for development as guide, Sinosteel Corporation had

formulated a guideline: �pay close attention to (the situation),

remain calm, be steadfast in confidence, handle with prudence,

adjust in time�, adopted active and efficient countermeasures, and

maintained enterprise operation stability.

It is worth special mentioning that, in 2009, Sinosteel Corporation

compiled and issued its �Sinosteel Corporation Sustainability

Australia Report� - the first overseas corporate social responsibil-

ity (CSR) report for developed countries by a Chinese enterprise,

receiving favorable comments from the local government,

community, and various domestic circles. Successful issuance of

this report indicates that, in their overseas operation, some of our

leading enterprises have already found out a successful mode to

perform corporate social responsibility (CSR) and promote com-

mon development of enterprise and local community.

In terms of content and form, �The Report� has several relatively

distinct characteristics, mainly in the following aspects:

�The Report� disclosed the comparison of social responsibility

performance of the corporation. By comparing the main social

responsibility performance of 2009 with that of the previous year,

readers are able to acquire a full understanding of the continuity of

corporate social responsibility, which embodies the comparable

principle and the concept of continuous improvement.

�The Report� integrated the three bottom lines of corporate social

responsibility (CSR), namely, economy, society, and environment,

with strategy of the corporation, brought forward creatively such

concepts as value-added industry chain, green service chain, and

harmonious win-win chain, which were taken as the principal

framework of the report, displaying both the distinct enterprise

features and the meaning of corporate social responsibility.

When expounding the execution of social responsibility of the

corporation, �The Report� made reference to the requirements of

the Global Compact Progress Report Guidelines (COP) , disclosed

Appendix II: Comments on Sinosteel Corporation
                    Sustainability Report 2009

according to the logical framework of commitment, system, action,

and performance, supported by a great number of system draw-

ings and flow chart, to facilitate reader�s reading and

understanding, with therefore very good readability.

�The Report� gave considerable coverage to introducing execu-

tion of the overseas social responsibilities of the Corporation, and

reflected the idea of the corporation to always adhere to integrating

the concept of corporation social responsibility into business op-

eration in its multinational operation and strive hard to realize

common development of enterprise and the local community in

multinational operation.

In a word, �The Report� is rich in content, clear in logic, with

distinct features, conforms to the requirements of the UN Global

Compact Annual Progress Report, and is certainly a high standard

report.

In conclusion, I would suggest future sustainability reports to focus

and improve on the following areas:

Increase in the quantitative measures for disclosure of greenhouse

gas emissions and resource conservation, which will improve the

Comparability of such indicators and assist the reader to have a

stronger awareness and understanding of these issues within

these Businesses;

Actively participate in key international social responsibility activities,

participate in formulation of new global rules and regulations, and

enhance the corporate responsibility impact.

Councilor of the United Nations Global Compact Board

President of Beijing Rongzhi Institute of

Corporate Social Responsibility

Director of Global Compact China Network Center

                                                                        Chen Ying
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Lean Production: Reform the system structure, manning, operating

mode, market supply and demand and the like to enable the

production system to meet the increasingly varying customer de-

mand so as to simplify any useless or unwanted production link and

finally obtain the best results in various aspects of production

including marketing. Different from traditional production mode, it is

characterized by �multiple product types� and �small order�.

Lean Service: It is to extend the core concept and operating mode

of improved production into various service links so as to provide

the most effective and best service to the optimized customer at the

most desired time and in the most desired place, while promoting

the product development, technical innovation, quality improvement,

operation improvement, image improvement and other field work of

the enterprise and effectively promoting formation of core competi-

tive power of the enterprise.

Environmental protection �Three Simultaneous� System: it means

that the environmental protection facilities of a construction project

must be simultaneously designed, constructed and put into use

together with the main works of the project.
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Respected readers:

Thank you very much for your reading 2009 Sinosteel Corporation

Sustainability Report. In order to improve our working level in

aspect of performing our social responsibility, we earnestly request

you to put forward your valuable opinions and suggestions on our

report in the following aspects:
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Email: csr@sinosteel.com

�� : +86-10-62686620

1. �� !"#

Readability of the report

2. �� !"#

Objectiveness of the report

3. �� !"#

Completeness of the report

4. �� !"�� !"#�� )

Form of the report (including format, style, etc.)

5. �� !

Other opinions

Please send your opinions and suggestions to use in any of the

following ways:

Address: Sinosteel Corporation Board Office

 Haidian Street , Haidian District, Beijing (100080)

Email: csr@sinosteel.com

Fax: +86-10-62686620


